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I.  INTRODUCTION 1 

2 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND OCCUPATION. 3 

A. My name is Kelly A. Bloch.  I am the Regional Vice President, Distribution 4 

Operations for Xcel Energy Services Inc. (XES), the service company 5 

affiliate of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation 6 

(NSPM) and an operating company of Xcel Energy Inc. (Xcel Energy). 7 

8 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.  9 

A. I have over 24 years of experience in the utility industry.  I joined Public 10 

Service Company of Colorado, another operating company of Xcel Energy, 11 

in 1991 and have served in various engineering roles since that time.  My 12 

responsibilities in my current role include five-year distribution infrastructure 13 

planning, system reliability, creation of cost-effective construction, design, 14 

material, and equipment standards, load forecasting, capital budget creation, 15 

distribution project management, system modernization and renewal 16 

strategy, and management of the current year capital budget.  My resume is 17 

attached as Exhibit___(KAB-1), Schedule 1. 18 

19 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING? 20 

A. I present and support the Company’s capital and operations and 21 

maintenance (O&M) budgets for the Distribution business area, for 22 

purposes of determining electric revenue requirements and final rates in this 23 

proceeding.  I also discuss the assumptions used in the Company’s Minimum 24 

System Study and Zero Intercept Analysis. 25 

26 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR TESTIMONY. 27 

A. The Company’s distribution system provides the vital final link in the electric 28 
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system that allows the safe and reliable flow of electricity to serve our 1 

customers.  The facilities that we construct, operate, and maintain and the 2 

services that the Distribution organization provides are often those that are 3 

most visible to our customers.  We construct, operate, and maintain the 4 

poles and feeders that connect individual residents and business to the larger 5 

electrical grid.  Our organization is also out in the community during and 6 

after a severe weather event as part of our industry-leading storm response 7 

efforts to ensure safety and to promptly restore service to customers. 8 

9 

In my Direct Testimony, I describe the Distribution organization and the 10 

services that we provide to our customers.  I will identify the four key 11 

categories of capital investments undertaken by Distribution and describe 12 

how the Distribution business area prepares and manages its capital budget.   13 

14 

I explain that we are proposing capital additions of approximately $169 15 

million for 2016, $170 million for 2017, and $185 million for 2018 on a total 16 

Company basis.  I also highlight and describe several capacity projects and 17 

the Light Emitting Diode (LED) streetlight replacement program that are 18 

being undertaken by Distribution during the plan period. 19 

20 

I also discuss the Distribution O&M budget for 2016, which is driven by 21 

increases in pole replacements, vegetation management, interconnections for 22 

distributed generation, and electric locates.  I also explain why our O&M 23 

budget is reasonable and reflects expenditures that are needed to ensure that 24 

our distribution system is safe and reliable.  I also address our request for 25 

Distribution O&M in 2017 and 2018, identifying some of the anticipated key 26 

drivers of our O&M budget for those years. 27 
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I provide information supporting the assumptions used in the Company’s 1 

Minimum System Study and Zero Intercept Analysis. 2 

3 

Finally, I address the Commission’s requirement that the Company address 4 

the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that form the basis of our incentive 5 

compensation to employees.  I illustrate that our KPIs are appropriately 6 

challenging and developed to result in benefits to our customers. 7 

8 

Q. DO YOU PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RELATED TO9 

DISTRIBUTION? 10 

A. Yes.  Appendix A provides a list of relevant information requests from the 11 

Company’s last rate cases in Docket Nos. E002/GR-12-961 and E002/GR-12 

13-868, and indicates whether the responsive information is included in my 13 

testimony or schedules, or if it is provided in Appendix A.  Where 14 

information was requested for a particular historical timeframe in the last 15 

case, the Company has updated the dates to provide information for a 16 

comparable timeframe in relation to the filing date of this case.17 

18 

Q. HOW HAVE YOU ORGANIZED YOUR TESTIMONY? 19 

A. My testimony is organized into the following sections: 20 

 Section I – Introduction21 

 Section II – Distribution Overview22 

 Section III – Capital Investments23 

 Section IV – O&M Budget24 

 Section V – Minimum System Study Assumptions25 

 Section VI – Compliance Information26 

 Section VII – Conclusion27 
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II. DISTRIBUTION OVERVIEW1 

2 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT’S KEY ROLES AND3 

RESPONSIBILITIES.  4 

A. The Distribution business unit is responsible for the construction, 5 

maintenance, and operation of NSPM’s distribution system which is the 6 

portion of the electric system that delivers energy from the transmission 7 

system to our approximately 1.4 million electric customers across the NSPM 8 

territory, including 1.2 million customers in Minnesota.  The distribution 9 

system is comprised of approximately 270 distribution-level substations that 10 

connect a network of over 27,000 miles of distribution lines and 11 

approximately 500,000 overhead poles that are used to provide safe and 12 

reliable electricity to our customers. 13 

14 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE KEY FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE15 

DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT.  16 

A. The key functions of the Distribution organization include operating the 17 

distribution system, restoring service to customers after outages, performing 18 

routine maintenance, constructing new infrastructure to serve new 19 

customers, and making upgrades necessary to improve the performance and 20 

reliability of the distribution system.  To provide these key services, the 21 

Distribution organization is structured around four functional areas:  22 

Operations, Engineering, Business Operations, and Planning and 23 

Performance.  The key responsibilities of these areas include: 24 

 Operations.  Responsible for the design, construction, and maintenance25 

of the distribution system, as well as monitoring and operating the26 

system from the Electric Control Center, responding to electric27 

distribution trouble calls, and coordinating emergency response;28 
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 Engineering.  Provides technical support and system planning, including 1 

addressing distribution-related customer service issues;2 

 Business Operations.  Responsible for several areas, including vegetation3 

management, outdoor lighting, metering systems and support, facility4 

attachments, and the builders call-line.5 

 Planning and Performance.  Provides business planning, consulting,6 

analytical services and performance governance and management.7 

8 

Q. HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION SUPPORT THESE ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS? 9 

A. Distribution makes capital investments to improve the reliability of the 10 

system, improve functionality and modernize the distribution system, extend 11 

electric service to new customers, and relocate existing facilities in response 12 

to road construction projects.  We also incur O&M costs to maintain the 13 

components of the existing distribution system, such as poles, wires, and 14 

transformers, and to replace this equipment due to age or weather-related 15 

events.  I will discuss our capital investments and O&M trends in more 16 

detail below. 17 

18 

III. CAPITAL INVESTMENTS19 

20 

A. Overview 21 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE TOP PRIORITIES OF THE DISTRIBUTION22 

ORGANIZATION. 23 

A. The Company’s Distribution organization is responsible for operating, 24 

maintaining, and constructing the distribution system to ensure that the 25 

delivery of power to our customers is safe and reliable.  In fact, the 26 

Distribution organization is the frontline group out in the field implementing 27 

the key Company priorities that drive our operations on a daily basis; 28 
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namely reliability, safety, and customer focus.  I will address each of these 1 

goals below and the role Distribution plays in supporting them. 2 

3 

The first goal I will address is reliability.  Customers’ expectations of 4 

reliability are evolving and increasing. Customers want reliable and 5 

uninterrupted power.  To address this priority, we regularly evaluate the 6 

overall health of our system and make investments where needed to 7 

reinforce our system.  This includes an asset health analysis of the overall 8 

performance of key components of the distribution system such as poles and 9 

underground cables.  Based on this analysis, we determined that we must 10 

increase the level of annual replacements of these key components to 11 

maintain our reliability levels.  Accordingly, and as discussed further in my 12 

testimony, we have increased our asset health budget to reflect this 13 

additional and necessary work.  As we replace these key components, we do 14 

so with an eye to the future to ensure that the investments we make not only  15 

support our customers’ needs for reliable service today, but also lay the 16 

groundwork for the grid of tomorrow. 17 

18 

We also maintain our reliable service by making significant investments to 19 

support capacity needs due to increased loads from existing or new 20 

customers.  For example, each year we evaluate the substation transformer 21 

and feeder loads to identify overload risks and potential reliability issues. 22 

The identification of these risks drives the capacity-related substation 23 

projects that we plan.  I will later elaborate on three such projects for 2016, 24 

two projects for 2017, and one project for 2018. 25 

26 

One last example of our dedication to providing reliable service is reflected 27 

by our prioritization of maintaining our existing facilities and supporting the  28 
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demand for new business.  Our capital plans show that we have taken the 1 

initiative to prioritize plans to install new energy-efficient LED streetlights.  2 

Our capital plans also demonstrate that we place priority on timely meeting 3 

requests for service extensions to new customers.  New housing is on the 4 

rise, and there has been an increase in new business development around the 5 

new Vikings stadium in downtown Minneapolis.  Accordingly, starting in 6 

2016, our investments in our new business category will be increasing. 7 

8 

The next goal, safety, remains one of our top priorities. We make 9 

investments to support the safety of our workforce and customers in a 10 

variety of ways.  First, our capital investments in fleet, tools, and equipment 11 

ensure our workers have the necessary provisions and support to do their 12 

job safely and efficiently.  For example, we expect to increase our spending 13 

in this area after we determined additional investments were necessary to 14 

ensure a reliable, safe, and cost-effective vehicle fleet for our workforce.  15 

Other examples of our focus on safety can be seen in our investments in the 16 

following areas:  17 

 Our vegetation management program that helps reduce  preventable18 

tree-related service interruptions and address public and employee19 

safety;20 

 Our damage prevention program that helps the public identify and21 

avoid underground electric infrastructure;22 

 Our pole replacement program that ensures our lines and equipment23 

are supported by quality wood poles; and24 

 Our LED street lighting program that improves nighttime visibility.25 

This improvement in nighttime visibility in turn improves overall26 

safety for both drivers and pedestrians.27 
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Another goal, customer focus, is reflected by providing our customers with 1 

more choices related to their energy use.  This is demonstrated through our 2 

support of new technologies and distributed generation.  We are investing in 3 

our distribution system to better respond to and enable these customer 4 

driven choices.  For instance, we have increased funding in our distribution 5 

engineering area to study the feasibility of distributed generation 6 

interconnection requests at various points of our distribution system.  7 

8 

We also support new technologies and customer choice through our 9 

investments in our System Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. 10 

Distributed generation resources can be difficult to manage due to their 11 

intermittent nature.  However, SCADA provides enhanced load monitoring 12 

functionality which enables operators to make informed adjustments faster 13 

and to uncover issues before they occur. 14 

15 

Another example of both our reliability and customer focus is our industry-16 

leading storm response efforts.  As discussed in our 2013 rate case (Docket 17 

No. E002/GR-13-868), we experienced a series of storms in the Twin Cities 18 

metro area that interrupted service to 600,000 of our customers in June 19 

2013.  We enlisted the support of 25 other utilities and contract companies 20 

who supplied approximately 960 line workers through mutual aid 21 

agreements.  Altogether, including our own internal resources, we had a total 22 

of approximately 1,200 line workers deployed in this restoration effort.  23 

Additionally, approximately 285 contract tree-trimmers and an estimated 250 24 

internal support personnel assisted in the storm restoration effort.  Despite 25 

the magnitude of these storms, we were able to restore the vast majority of 26 

our customers within three days and restore all of our customers within six 27 

days.   28 
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Given these priorities, our organization must not only proactively maintain 1 

our system by making capital improvements when necessary to improve 2 

reliability and safety for our customers, but we must also manage our 3 

established budgets to react to outages caused by storms and other economic 4 

conditions that cannot be budgeted for with a high degree of accuracy.  For 5 

instance, the actual amount NSPM spent in O&M on storms in 2013 was 6 

$6.35 million, which is $4.3 million over the preceding five-year historic 7 

storm average (and $5.6 million over what we budgeted for storms in 2013). 8 

Similarly, the storm-related capital repairs for NSPM in 2013 totaled $27.07 9 

million (Minnesota alone totaled $20.08 million), which can be compared to 10 

the previous five-year average of $6 million.  In this way, the Distribution 11 

organization is unique from many other business units. While we are 12 

confident in our overall level of budgeting over the term of this rate case and 13 

our ability to manage within those annual budgets, we need some flexibility 14 

within those budgets to respond to changing economic conditions, weather 15 

events, and evolving priorities.  That being said, we are proud of our 16 

successful storm response efforts, reputation for reliable service, and our 17 

ability to manage our budget within its bounds and react and reprioritize as 18 

necessary each year to ensure our customers continue to receive safe and 19 

reliable electric service.  20 

21 

Q. BASED ON THE PRIORITIES YOU IDENTIFIED, HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION22 

CATEGORIZE THEIR CAPITAL ADDITIONS? 23 

A. Our capital projects fall into four capital budget groupings depending on the 24 

primary purpose of the project.  Distribution has a well-defined process for 25 

identifying and determining our investments within these four capital budget 26 

groupings.  These groupings are: 27 
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Asset Health:  Projects in this category are related to replacing infrastructure 1 

that is experiencing high failure rates and, as a result, negatively impacting 2 

the reliability of service and increasing O&M expenditures needed to repair 3 

this equipment.  When poor performing assets are identified, projects that 4 

will improve asset performance are included in the budget.  Projects in this 5 

category include replacement of underground cable, wood poles, overhead 6 

lines, substation equipment, transformers, and switchgear that have reached 7 

the end of their life.  This category also captures replacements due to storms 8 

and public damage. Additionally, this category covers projects to relocate 9 

utility infrastructure in public rights-of-way when mandated to do so to 10 

accommodate public projects such as road widening or realignment.  These 11 

projects, often referred to as “mandates,” generally follow municipal and 12 

state funding availability.  These mandate projects generally result in updated 13 

distribution infrastructure. 14 

15 

Capacity:  While our overall sales have remained rather flat, we do have 16 

several pockets of peak demand growth on our distribution system that 17 

require additional facilities to accommodate this load growth.  Our capacity 18 

investments include all distribution system projects associated with 19 

upgrading or increasing capacity to handle load growth on the system and to 20 

serve load when other elements of the distribution system are out of service.  21 

This includes installing new or upgraded substation transformers and 22 

distribution feeders.  Capacity projects generally span multiple years and are 23 

necessitated by increased load from either existing or new customers.   24 

25 

New Business: This work includes new overhead and underground 26 

extensions and services associated with extending service to new customers.  27 

Capital projects required to provide service to new customers include the 28 
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installation or expansion of feeders, primary and secondary extensions, and 1 

service laterals.  Although our sales have remained relatively flat in recent 2 

years, our capital additions in this category are increasing as compared to 3 

prior years as the economy continues to improve and more new homes and 4 

businesses are constructed.  This category also includes replacement of 5 

existing streetlights with more energy-efficient and safer LED lights. 6 

7 

Fleet, Tools, and Equipment:   This category includes fleet, tools, equipment, 8 

right-of-way, land communications, and locate costs associated with 9 

modifications or additions to the distribution system or supporting assets.  10 

Fleet costs include costs associated with the necessary replacement of 11 

vehicles and equipment that have reached their end of life.  Right-of-way 12 

costs include capital additions associated with obtaining rights-of-way and 13 

easements. 14 

15 

Q. YOU MENTIONED YOUR ASSET HEALTH INVESTMENTS TODAY SUPPORT THE16 

GRID OF TOMORROW.  COULD YOU EXPAND ON THAT? 17 

A. Yes.  While the above discussion focuses on our distribution investments 18 

today, we also have a broader grid modernization plan as well.  As parties are 19 

aware, the grid of the future will look and perform differently than it has 20 

over the past century.  Instead of exclusively sending power one way from 21 

centralized generation to the end user, energy and information will flow in 22 

multiple directions, as some customers produce their own energy and engage 23 

more directly with the grid.  We fully support the evolution of the grid and 24 

look forward to meeting our customers’ expanding energy needs at the 25 

“speed of value.” 26 
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Therefore, when assets are considered for replacement, we consider whether 1 

the functionality of a particular asset can be enhanced to promote grid 2 

modernization.  For instance, we are replacing electro-mechanical relays with 3 

solid-state relays which are not only communication-enabled, but are also 4 

capable of providing fault data which an Advanced Distribution 5 

Management Systems (ADMS) can use to calculate probable fault location.  6 

This enables us to more quickly identify faults on our system and improve 7 

our response time.  Secondly, regulators purchased for replacements will 8 

have controls which identify reverse-power flow and react accordingly.  This 9 

will allow us to more easily incorporate distributed generation onto our 10 

system. 11 

12 

Q. ARE THERE ANY GRID MODERNIZATION PROJECTS IN THE CURRENT13 

BUDGET? 14 

A. Yes.  Some foundational elements of grid modernization are included in the 15 

budget.  For instance, funds for increasing the presence of SCADA in our 16 

substations are budgeted, and we have allocated funds for Frame Relay 17 

replacements which serve to replace obsolete technology while enabling grid 18 

modernization functionality.  Some grid modernization concepts are 19 

becoming integrated in our standards for new equipment, such as reclosers, 20 

capacitors, and regulators.  In addition, Company witness Mr. David C. 21 

Harkness discusses the Field Area Network (FAN) and a limited portion of 22 

ADMS which also fit within this category.   23 

24 

While there is not a large amount of money budgeted in the current case that 25 

is directly classified as grid modernization projects, much of our planning 26 

and investments are laying the groundwork for future grid modernization 27 

projects as we concurrently plan and strategize those enterprise-wide 28 
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investments.  Since the grid modernization technology devices and systems 1 

are generally not off-the-shelf products, they require significant planning and 2 

long lead times.  Further, we note that the industry is evolving, and certain 3 

standards such as open-source communications protocols are still in 4 

development.  Accordingly, we are working with the industry and vendor 5 

partners to build the solutions we need to have the devices, communications, 6 

and IT systems necessary to modernize the grid.  Solutions are maturing, and 7 

we are implementing them.  However, we need to balance the need for new 8 

solutions with the needs of our current grid without negatively impacting our 9 

customers.  The grid modernization projects under consideration need a 10 

strong and reliable foundation to build upon, which is exactly what we are 11 

doing with our capital investments today.  12 

13 

Below I identify other grid modernization technologies that we are currently 14 

evaluating. We recognize that the new grid modernization rider allows for 15 

recovery of these types of investments, and we anticipate that recovery for 16 

some of these future grid modernization investments may be sought through 17 

this rider. 18 

 Fault Location, Isolation & Service Restoration (FLISR).  FLISR is an19 

automated feeder switching program that will allow faster customer20 

outage restoration.  We have already deployed FLISR on our 34.5 kV21 

system, and this has proven to be very effective at improving22 

reliability by saving nearly 15 million customer outage minutes in23 

Minnesota between 2013 and 2014.  We plan to deploy this program24 

on our interconnected 12.5 kV and 13.8 kV systems in the future.25 

 Belle Plaine Battery Project.  This project will study the potential benefits26 

of battery storage when coupled with distributed generation.27 
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 ADMS.  This software platform will provide sophisticated capabilities 1 

to improve grid visibility and performance.2 

3 

These three projects and our broader grid modernization plans are discussed 4 

in more detail in our Biennial Transmission and Distribution Report filed 5 

October 30, 2015.  However, it is important to recognize that the 6 

groundwork and investments we are making today will play into our overall 7 

distribution planning and grid modernization efforts down the road.  8 

9 

Q. FOR 2012-2014, WHAT WERE DISTRIBUTION’S KEY STRATEGIC GOALS AND10 

FOCUS DRIVING YOUR CAPITAL INVESTMENTS? 11 

A. Distribution’s key strategic goals of reliability, safety, and customer focus 12 

drove our investments during this time period.  Specifically, we aimed to 13 

increase our rate of replacement of aging infrastructure by introducing 14 

programs targeting substation asset health for components such as 15 

transformers and circuit breakers.  We invested in the capacity of our system 16 

to improve and maintain overall reliability at various locations, but 17 

particularly in the South Minneapolis area as part of the Midtown – 18 

Hiawatha project.  The Midtown – Hiawatha project added two new 19 

distribution substations with new distribution feeders in South Minneapolis 20 

and a looped 115 kV transmission line connecting these substations.  21 

Significant investments were also made to facilitate development of the 22 

Central Corridor Light Rail connecting Minneapolis and St. Paul.  23 

24 

Q. AND HOW DID YOUR CAPITAL INVESTMENTS BREAK INTO CAPITAL BUDGET25 

GROUPINGS THAT REFLECTED THOSE GOALS? 26 

A. From 2012 to 2014, a large percentage of Distribution’s investments were in 27 

the area of Asset Health.  Our distribution system is aging, as many of our 28 
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facilities were placed in service between the 1950s and 1970s.  Based on our 1 

asset health analysis, we determined that to maintain the reliability of the 2 

distribution system we need to make increasing investments to replace key 3 

components of our system.  The distribution assets requiring the bulk of the 4 

replacement funding in these years were underground cables, poles, and 5 

circuit breakers.  In 2014, we replaced both of the transformers at our Red 6 

Wing substation, thus completing our first proactive substation transformer 7 

replacement.  This program is designed to eliminate units with significant 8 

risk of failure as identified through our maintenance programs.   9 

10 

In 2013 and 2014, Distribution also completed several significant Capacity 11 

projects.  In 2013, we completed the new Viking substation (Edina), 12 

additions at the Elm Creek (Maple Grove) and Dundas (Northfield) 13 

substations, and replaced transformers at the Orono substation due to 14 

transmission conversion from 69 kV to 115 kV.  As mentioned above, in 15 

2014 we saw increased investments in Capacity projects due to the 16 

Midtown–Hiawatha project that was described in our last rate case and went 17 

into service in 2014, with additional components going into service in 2015.  18 

We also completed Capacity projects at the Bassett Creek substation in 19 

Plymouth and transformer upgrades at our Chemolite substation in Cottage 20 

Grove in 2014.  21 

22 

Our investments in New Business stayed relatively steady throughout this 23 

time period with slight increases in 2013 and 2014 due to economic recovery 24 

that resulted in new residential and commercial customer connections. 25 

26 

The smallest capital budget grouping, Fleet, Tools, and Equipment, has 27 

experienced some fluctuations.  In particular, there was a notable drop in 28 
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spending in 2014.  Two drivers reduced our 2014 investments: (1) a deferral 1 

of $3 million in fleet investments that was needed to allow us to complete an 2 

unusually high number of mandates (road relocations); and (2) reduced 3 

spending in replacement of communications equipment due to a deferral in 4 

our Frame Relay replacement project.  Frame Relay is a communication 5 

technology which public telecommunication carriers, in agreement with the 6 

Federal Communications Commission, are discontinuing and must be 7 

replaced with Company-owned assets. 8 

9 

Q. FOR THOSE YEARS, CAN YOU PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW YOUR10 

INVESTMENTS FELL INTO THOSE CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPINGS? 11 

A. Table 1 and Figure 1 below provide a breakdown of our capital additions by 12 

capital budget grouping for 2012 to 2014.  Table 2 and Figure 2 below 13 

provide a breakdown of our capital expenditures by capital budget grouping 14 

for 2012 to 2014. 15 
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Table 1 
2012-2014 Actual Capital Additions 

(Includes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 2012 2013 2014 

Asset Health & Reliability $46.5 $66.4 $71.2 

Capacity $26.7 $46.3 $45.0 

New Business $38.4 $40.3 $46.7 

Fleet, Tools, and Equipment $12.0 $10.5 $10.9 

Total $123.6 $163.5 $173.8 

Figure 1 
2012-2014 Actual Capital Additions 

(Dollars in Millions) 
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Table 2 
2012-2014 Actual Distribution Capital Expenditures 

(Excludes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 2012 2013 2014 

Asset Health & Reliability $54.7 $78.7 $67.1 

Capacity $34.1 $42.5 $37.1 

New Business  $40.8 $41.9 $48.2 

Fleet, Tools, and Equipment $13.9 $13.5 $7.1 

Total $143.5 $176.6 $159.5 

Figure 2 
2012-2014 Capital Expenditures 

(Dollars in Millions) 
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Q. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY THE PERCENTAGES OF YOUR INVESTMENTS IN THESE1 

GROUPINGS CHANGED OVER THESE THREE YEARS? 2 

A. Our capital additions increased beginning in 2013 largely as a result of 3 

increased investments in Asset Health and in Capacity projects.  Our capital 4 

additions for Asset Health increased in 2013 and 2014 as a result of 5 

increased investments in underground cable and pole replacements.  In 6 

2013, we also experienced higher than normal capital additions in Asset 7 

Health for storm restoration due to the severity and number of storms that 8 

year, as I discussed earlier.   9 

10 

Our capital additions in the Capacity grouping tend to fluctuate due to the 11 

financial impact of certain large, discrete substation projects.  In 2013 and 12 

2014, several large capacity projects went into service, including capital 13 

additions at the substations mentioned earlier. 14 

15 

Q. HOW DID YOUR TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS OVER THESE YEARS COMPARE16 

TO YOUR BUDGETS? 17 

A. We have examined our capital expenditures from 2012 to 2014 and 18 

compared those budgets to year-end spend for these years, as shown in 19 

Table 3.  For 2012 and 2014, we were within 0 to 3 percent of our budget.  20 

For 2013, we exceeded our total capital expenditures by 9 percent due 21 

primarily to significant storm restoration expenses from the June 2013 storm 22 

I described above.  Our storm restoration expenses are accounted for in 23 

both the asset health category (for new poles or cross arms) and in the new 24 

business category (substation transformer purchases).   25 
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11 

Distribution’s 2013 through 2014 capital additions were on average 6 12 

percent higher than the budget in those years.  For 2012, the capital 13 

additions were less than one percent under budget due to project delays in 14 

the Midtown-Hiawatha project. 15 

16 

Q. LOOKING AT THIS HISTORY, WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE? 17 

A. Based on these financial results, Distribution’s budgeting process accurately 18 

identifies the capital investments needed each year to meet the Company’s 19 

overall goals of providing safe, reliable, environmentally sound energy that 20 

meets our customers’ needs and expectations.  In 2013, when we have 21 

slightly exceeded our budget, these investments were necessary to provide 22 

industry-leading storm response.  Therefore, the Commission can have 23 

confidence that our budgets are reasonable and representative of our actual 24 

investment levels and these budgets can be relied on to set just and 25 

reasonable rates. 26 

Table 3 
Capital Expenditures - Budget Variance 

(AFUDC Excluded) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN 
Electric 

Jurisdiction 

2012 2013 2014 

Budget Actual Var Var % Budget Actual Var Var % Budget Actual Var Var % 

Asset Health & 
Reliability 

$59.2 $54.7 ($4.5) -8% $70.2 $78.7 $8.5 12% $69.5 $67.1 ($2.4) -3% 

Capacity $38.7 $34.1 ($4.6) -12% $43.4 $42.5 ($0.9) -2% $35.1 $37.1 $2.0 6% 

New Business $35.0 $40.8 $5.8 17% $37.5 $41.9 $4.4 12% $42.8 $48.2 $5.4 13% 

Fleet, Tools, 
and Equipment 

$10.9 $13.9 $3.0 28% $10.5 $13.5 $3.0 29% $7.7 $7.1 ($0.6) -8% 

Total $143.8 $143.5 ($0.3) 0% $161.6 $176.6 $15.0 9% $155.1 $159.5 $4.4 3% 
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Q. CAN YOU ADDRESS DISTRIBUTION’S WORK IN 2015 SO FAR? 1 

A. In 2015, we are forecasting capital additions in Asset Health of $80.6 million.  2 

This includes $16.0 million for cable renewal as we continue to replace these 3 

cables to ensure cable health and reliability.  Our New Business capital 4 

additions of $52.8 million are related to work to connect new customers and 5 

include some significant investments associated with the new Viking stadium 6 

and other downtown Minneapolis development.  The $20.9 million of capital 7 

additions for Capacity projects includes $4.0 million to install our First Lake 8 

substation in Monticello and various smaller projects. 9 

10 

Q. LOOKING AHEAD, WHAT ARE YOUR CAPITAL FORECASTS FOR 2016-2018 BY11 

CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING? 12 

A. Our capital additions forecasts for 2016 through 2018 are set forth in Table 13 

4 and Figure 3.  Our capital expenditure forecasts for 2016 through 2018 are 14 

set forth in Table 5 and Figure 4.  Our individual capital additions are listed 15 

in Exhibit___(KAB-1), Schedule 2. 16 
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Table 4 
2016-2018 Forecasted Capital Additions 

(Includes AFUDC) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 2016 2017 2018 

Asset Health & Reliability $67.3 $77.0 $89.5 

Capacity $29.3 $19.7 $19.5 

New Business $55.2 $56.6 $58.6 

Fleet, Tools, and Equipment $14.9 $15.2 $15.7 

Total $166.7 $168.5 $183.3 

Figure 3 
2016-2018 Forecasted Capital Additions 

(Dollars in Millions) 

$233.8 

$68.5 

$170.4 

$45.8 

Asset Health &
Reliability

Capacity

New Business

Fleet, Tools,
 and Equipment
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Table 5 
2016-2018 Forecasted Distribution Capital Expenditures 

(Excludes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 2016 2017 2018 

Asset Health & Reliability $72.8 $90.1 $101.7 

Capacity $27.3 $19.2 $22.8 

New Business $59.9 $61.2 $63.3 

Fleet, Tools, and Equipment $15.1 $15.3 $18.8 

Total $175.1 $185.8 $206.6 

Figure 4 
2016-2018 Forecasted Capital Expenditures 

(Dollars in Millions) 

$264.6 

$69.3 

$184.4 

$49.2 

Asset Health

Capacity

New Business

Fleet, Tools, and
Equipment
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Q. TABLE 4 SHOWS INCREASING CAPITAL ADDITIONS IN ASSET HEALTH FROM1 

2016 THROUGH 2018.  WHY IS THAT?  2 

A. During this time period, our focus on replacing aging infrastructure will 3 

drive increasing investments in the Asset Health area.  We will be steadily 4 

raising our investments for replacement of wood poles and underground 5 

cables during this time period.  This increase in Asset Health will improve 6 

our system integrity and continue to ensure employee and public safety. 7 

8 

Q. WHAT KEY PROJECTS WILL YOU INVEST IN OVER THIS TIME PERIOD? 9 

A. In the Asset Health area, cable and pole replacements will continue to 10 

require significant investments through 2018.  We will also begin making 11 

investments in substation equipment replacements that will focus on 12 

replacing principal equipment such as transformers, circuit breakers, 13 

regulators, and relays.  We are also working to address our older 4 kV 14 

systems which lack the capacity and efficiencies of higher voltage systems.  15 

Substation renewal investments are also on the rise as shown through 2018.  16 

They trend toward, but do not yet achieve, target levels of replacement 17 

identified in the asset health analysis.  As we make these necessary 18 

replacements, we will seek to install new equipment that lays the 19 

groundwork for a modernized distribution grid.  For instance, new 20 

regulators will have controls that are not only communication-enabled, but 21 

capable of two-way power flow.  22 

23 

Q. WHAT OTHER PROJECTS DO YOU EXPECT TO DRIVE YOUR INVESTMENTS24 

OVER THESE YEARS? 25 

A. In addition to Asset Health, we anticipate that our New Business 26 

investments will increase as the economy continues to improve and spurs 27 

more housing and commercial developments as compared to prior years.  A 28 
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notable component of the increase in the New Business category is the 1 

streetlight replacement program.  This program will commence in 2016 and 2 

will replace high-pressure sodium streetlights with high-efficiency LED 3 

lamps.  This program offers our customers more energy-efficient street 4 

lighting and better nighttime visibility which improves safety for both 5 

motorists and pedestrians. 6 

7 

Investments in our Capacity category tend to fluctuate due to the financial 8 

impact of certain large, discrete substation projects.  When we have these 9 

large Capacity projects, we reduce our spending in other categories of our 10 

budget, often in the Asset Health category, to keep our overall spending 11 

within appropriate limits.  In 2016 and 2017, our Capacity related projects 12 

include the installation of an additional transformer and distribution feeders 13 

at one of our Mankato substations to alleviate reliability risks and serve the 14 

growing load.  Another Capacity project provides an additional transformer 15 

at a substation in Montevideo to increase reliability and allow for the 16 

retirement of aging 4 kV assets. 17 

18 

In the area of Fleet, Tools, and Equipment, we are making increased 19 

investments in Frame Relay.  As many of our substations’ SCADA is carried 20 

via Frame Relay, we are investing $4.2 million in 2016 and 2017 to replace 21 

this third-party communication hardware with newer Company-owned 22 

technologies.  23 

24 

I discuss key capital projects that we anticipate for 2016 through 2018 later 25 

in my testimony. 26 
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Our overall 2012 through 2018 capital additions and capital expenditures are 1 

set forth in Tables 6 and 7 below. 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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Table 6 
2012-2018 Actual and Forecasted Distribution Capital Additions 

(Includes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions)  

State of MN 
Electric Jurisdiction 

2012 
Actual 

2013 
Actual 

2014 
Actual 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Budget 

2017 
Budget 

2018 
Budget 

Asset Health & 
Reliability 

$46.5 $66.4 $71.2 $80.6 $67.3 $77.0 $89.5 

Capacity $26.7 $46.3 $45.0 $20.9 $29.3 $19.7 $19.5 

New Business $38.4 $40.3 $46.7 $52.8 $55.2 $56.6 $58.6 

Fleet, Tools, and 
Equipment 

$12.0 $10.5 $10.9 $12.7 $14.9 $15.2 $15.7 

Total $123.6 $163.5 $173.8 $167.0 $166.7 $168.5 $183.3 

Table 7 
2012-2018 Actual and Forecasted Distribution Capital Expenditures 

(Excludes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN 
Electric Jurisdiction 

2012 
Actual 

2013 
Actual 

2014 
Actual 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Budget 

2017 
Budget 

2018 
Budget 

Asset Health & 
Reliability 

$54.7 $78.7 $67.1 $87.9 $72.8 $90.1 $101.7 

Capacity $34.1 $42.5 $37.1 $20.5 $27.3 $19.2 $22.8 

New Business $40.8 $41.9 $48.2 $58.7 $59.9 $61.2 $63.3 

Fleet, Tools, and 
Equipment 

$13.9 $13.5 $7.1 $14.4 $15.1 $15.3 $18.8 

Total $143.5 $176.6 $159.5 $181.5 $175.1 $185.8 $206.6 
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Q. WHAT KINDS OF CHANGES COULD OCCUR THAT MAY LEAD TO A RE-1 

PRIORITIZATION OF YOUR INVESTMENTS AND CHANGE THE PERCENTAGES 2 

THAT YOU INVEST IN EACH CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING? 3 

A. Each year, there are unplanned events that can occur.  For instance, while we 4 

budget for storms using a historical average of the past five years, the severe 5 

weather for a particular year maybe unusually severe and damaging and thus 6 

require a greater portion of our annual capital budget.  We also could have 7 

unexpected new customer loads pop up on our system, such as a large data 8 

center, that require new capacity additions that were not included in the 9 

budget.   10 

11 

Q. WHY IS THE ABILITY TO CHANGE THESE INVESTMENT PERCENTAGES12 

IMPORTANT TO THE COMPANY AND YOUR CUSTOMERS? 13 

A. It is critical that we have the flexibility to shift funding to meet changing 14 

circumstances that arise each year.  When we have unexpected projects that 15 

require completion in a certain year, we fund these projects by deferring less 16 

urgent projects.  This allows us to stay within our annual capital budget while 17 

ensuring the safety and reliability of the distribution system. 18 

19 

Q. IS IT NECESSARY FOR DISTRIBUTION TO ADJUST PROJECT PLANNING ON A20 

REGULAR BASIS? 21 

A. Yes, for the reasons noted above.  As a recent example, we delayed the 4 kV 22 

voltage conversion at the Waterville substation from 2016 to 2018 due to the 23 

need to fund more critical projects.  The Waterville substation has two 24 

transformers, one 23.9 kV and another that is 4 kV.  The existing 4 kV 25 

transformer is currently overloaded and in poor condition, which puts it at 26 

greater risk for an outage.  We propose to replace the existing 4 kV 27 

transformer with a higher capacity 23.9 kV transformer while also adding a 28 
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second 23.9 kV feeder at the substation.  While we were able to delay this 1 

project, this work needs to be completed in 2018, as the limited capacity of 2 

the 4 kV transformers hinders economic development and the integration of 3 

distributed generation.  In addition, the existing 4 kV transformer is rapidly 4 

reaching the end of its life and also has greater energy losses as compared to 5 

higher voltage systems. 6 

7 

Q. SHOULD CUSTOMERS BE CONCERNED THAT SPECIFIC PROJECT PLANS8 

EVOLVE? 9 

A. No.  We make these adjustments to planned projects to better serve our 10 

customers’ most pressing needs in a cost-effective way.  When we need to 11 

delay a project, we analyze the risks associated with that delay to determine 12 

how our customers may be impacted.  Similarly, we assess potential project 13 

accelerations to make sure that they are necessary to meet customer needs. 14 

15 

Q. EVEN IF YOUR INVESTMENT PERCENTAGES CHANGE FROM THE CURRENT16 

FORECAST, WILL DISTRIBUTION STILL MANAGE ITS OVERALL CAPITAL17 

INVESTMENTS TO ITS OVERALL BUDGET? 18 

A. Yes, and history shows that, if anything, our budgets are a conservative 19 

indicator of our investments.  Ultimately, we will invest as necessary to meet 20 

our overall goals of reliability, safety, and customer focus. 21 

22 

Q. SO WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE ABOUT DISTRIBUTION’S 2016–2018 CAPITAL23 

INVESTMENT FORECASTS? 24 

A. I conclude that our capital forecasts represent an accurate, reasonable, and 25 

representative picture of our investments over these years.  If anything, 26 

history demonstrates that these forecasts may be conservative.  Therefore, 27 
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these forecasts can be relied on to set just and reasonable rates for our 1 

customers. 2 

3 

B. Distribution Capital Budget Development and Management 4 

Q. PLEASE MAKE THE BUSINESS CASE FOR DISTRIBUTION’S CAPITAL ADDITIONS.5 

IN OTHER WORDS, HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION’S CAPITAL PROGRAM SUPPORT6 

THE BUSINESS AND PROVIDE VALUE TO CUSTOMERS? 7 

A. The Distribution capital budget is necessary to make the investments in our 8 

distribution system needed to provide the safe and reliable electric service 9 

that our customers expect.  Without these investments, we would not be 10 

able to make the necessary replacements or improvements to aging facilities 11 

that could impact the reliability of the system and will impact our ability to 12 

develop a more modern distribution system.  In addition, we would not be 13 

able to fund necessary capacity additions to keep pace with localized load 14 

growth on the system, which could hamper economic development.  Our 15 

investments are also necessary to enable the distribution grid to handle the 16 

increasing amounts of distributed generation that are beginning to be placed 17 

on the system. 18 

19 

Q. HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION ESTABLISH A REASONABLE CAPITAL BUDGET FOR20 

A GIVEN YEAR? 21 

A. The appropriate annual capital budget for Distribution is based on a 22 

partnership between corporate management of overall finances and our 23 

business area needs.  Company witness Mr. Gregory J. Robinson explains 24 

how the Company establishes overall business area capital spending 25 

guidelines and budgets based on financing availability, specific needs of 26 

business areas, and overall needs of the Company. 27 
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In coordination with the corporate budget process, the Distribution business 1 

area budgets for our work by identifying the necessary investments we need 2 

to make to the distribution system over the next five years.  We identify 3 

specific projects, and forecast appropriate funding for routine investments.  4 

We utilize a comprehensive forecasting system to budget for and track these 5 

costs. 6 

7 

Q. WHAT IS THE FIRST STEP IN THIS BUDGETING PROCESS? 8 

A. We begin our budgeting process in October by reviewing the recent summer 9 

peak loads to identify new or increased risks.  The state of the economy has 10 

a significant impact on the development of new and expanded business, 11 

conditions that drive new housing, large commercial load increases, and road 12 

work projects that affect distribution facilities.  Consequently, our capital 13 

budget is rather dependent on economic activity.  To obtain an accurate 14 

gauge of this work, our budgeting process begins with economic forecasting 15 

and analysis of historical spending trends to assess likely new business needs, 16 

required replacement of assets, and relocation of distribution facilities to 17 

accommodate road construction.  We also assess the likely impacts of system 18 

growth on our capacity needs, including the risk of overloads and the 19 

system’s ability to handle single contingency events.  20 

21 

Although economic factors drive much of our budget, we also must ensure 22 

that the existing system remains reliable.  To do this, we forecast the likely 23 

costs of replacing assets that will fail or be damaged based on historical 24 

trends, and forecast our need for routine replacement of fleet and tools 25 

based on the age and condition of these assets.  This analysis results in an 26 

identification of capital projects that are needed for routine work necessary 27 
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to maintain our existing system and the work required to support new 1 

customers or new construction. 2 

3 

Q. HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION ACCOUNT FOR ROUTINE WORK THAT MUST BE4 

PERFORMED EACH YEAR? 5 

A. The nature of the distribution system is that we must account for those 6 

regular, common capital additions needed to support new business growth, 7 

system reinforcements, or rebuilds.  This routine work can also include 8 

material upgrades to the distribution network, such as reconductoring a line, 9 

upgrading a distribution transformer, or replacing a substation regulator. 10 

The two largest categories of routine capital additions are for transformer 11 

purchases and meter purchases. 12 

13 

As I will discuss, our budgeting process provides us with the flexibility to 14 

efficiently allocate funds for performing core business functions, such as 15 

connecting new customers, reconstruction of facilities, streetlight 16 

expenditures, purchasing new meters, transformers, and fleet.  These routine 17 

work order accounts generally include the following categories of capital 18 

additions: Asset Health, New Business, and Fleet, Tool and Equipment 19 

purchases, street lighting, and mandates. 20 

21 

Q. HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION DEVELOP A BUDGET FOR ROUTINE WORK22 

ORDERS? 23 

A. The budget for new service routine work orders is developed using a cost- 24 

per-meter methodology.  This process begins with developing a forecast for 25 

the number of new meter sets for each local operating area.  Inputs and 26 

assumptions are also developed that reflect inflation factors used in 27 

determining the assumed increase or decrease in the components that 28 
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comprise the new service costs.  These factors (labor, non-labor, contractor, 1 

material, equipment, fleet inflation rates, bargaining labor increases and 2 

corporate overhead rates) reflect both corporate and operating company 3 

rates.  Historical data is used to determine the major drivers or components 4 

that make up new business costs.  The components are: labor (both 5 

company and contracted), labor loadings, material (excluding meters and 6 

transformers), equipment, transportation, overheads, and other costs. 7 

8 

Using these components, we then develop a cost per meter for each local 9 

operating area.  This provides us with the ability to apply the related inflation 10 

factors to the specific components that make up the overall cost per meter.  11 

The Distribution business unit also uses this data for variance analysis 12 

against what actually occurred during the year.  The variance analysis allows 13 

us to determine which components account for the difference in the forecast 14 

versus actual expenditures. 15 

16 

After the preliminary forecasts estimating our new service needs have been 17 

determined, the data is reviewed with our management to determine if there 18 

will be substantial changes in the operations (e.g., crew mix, major projects, 19 

and labor issues).  Depending on the outcome of these reviews, adjustments 20 

are made to the preliminary forecast and the proposed routine work order 21 

budgets are then submitted for final approval. 22 

23 

Equipment purchase and streetlight budgets also track with economic 24 

activity.  We utilize similar forecasting techniques to determine our budget 25 

for these routine work orders. 26 
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For electric reconstruction routine work orders that address mandates and 1 

asset health issues, we use averages of historical values escalated by the 2 

corporate inflation rate (around two percent per year) to determine expected 3 

levels of spend.  This total expected routine work order budget is then 4 

allocated to each service area using the average historical ratio of the past 5 

five years.  The allocation is adjusted to ensure unique, one-time projects in a 6 

service area do not impact the calculation of the average five-year historical 7 

expenditures. 8 

9 

Q. HOW ACCURATE IS THIS BUDGETING PROCESS FOR ROUTINE PROJECTS? 10 

A. The budget process that we utilize has generally proven to be an accurate 11 

gauge of the routine work that will be performed each year.  However, as 12 

discussed above, sometimes there are storms or new business fluctuations 13 

that can lead to unexpected increases in our routine work.  When these 14 

circumstances arise, we seek to actively control our expenditures to stay as 15 

close to budget as reasonably practicable by prioritizing our work and 16 

allocating funds accordingly.  17 

18 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW THIS BUDGET REPRIORITIZATION19 

WORKS? 20 

A. If we have a significant increase in mandates (relocations) in a given year, 21 

this may cause us to have to decrease funding in other areas.  Our work on 22 

these required relocations – even when we have been given very short notice 23 

– cannot be deferred due to our contractual obligations.  To maintain24 

investment levels we must defer controllable projects which can reasonably 25 

be reduced upon short notice.  Asset Health projects such as cable 26 

replacement fit this criterion and may receive less funding in a given year due 27 

to the need to increase funding related to mandated relocations. 28 
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Q. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN CABLE REPLACEMENT WORK IS DEFERRED? 1 

A. We have developed and employ criteria to ensure we prioritize cable 2 

replacement to most effectively and efficiently improve our customer 3 

reliability experience.  Specifically, we prioritize our cable replacements by 4 

those that are most likely to fail again and would impact the largest number 5 

of customers when they do fail.  When funding is reduced, we reexamine 6 

and reprioritize replacements to ensure we focus on the most effective 7 

replacements and defer until the following year those cables that are least 8 

likely to imminently sustain a subsequent failure.   9 

10 

Q. HOW DOES THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS AREA ESTABLISH BUDGETS FOR11 

NON-ROUTINE PROJECTS? 12 

A. In addition to our routine work orders, the Distribution business area also 13 

budgets for and implements certain “specific” projects that are identified to 14 

address a particular need that does not reoccur each year.  At a high level, 15 

the identification and assessment of problems or “risks” along with their 16 

related solutions or “mitigations” is integral to identifying larger projects we 17 

must fund in addition to the work I describe above. 18 

19 

Risks are issues that can result in negative consequences to the Company’s 20 

ability to provide safe and reliable service.  Mitigations are solutions that 21 

address the risks.  To help ensure that each risk is being addressed by the 22 

most efficient solution, we assess all mitigation alternatives and select the 23 

one that provides the best value to our customers and our Company. 24 

25 

Q. HOW ARE INDIVIDUAL RISKS AND MITIGATIONS IDENTIFIED AND26 

DEVELOPED? 27 

A. As capital spending is determined and, throughout the year as new issues are 28 
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identified, each operating area and supporting engineer brings risks 1 

(problems) and mitigations (solutions) forward based on their knowledge of 2 

the assets and operations within their territory.  The operating areas’ focus is 3 

on building, operating, and maintaining physical assets while achieving 4 

quality improvements and cost efficiencies.  All the risks and mitigations are 5 

submitted as project requests and entered into RiskRegister, a software tool 6 

developed by the Company and used to track and rank projects based on the 7 

inputs provided. Individual project requests must include specific 8 

information regarding their annual costs and benefits. 9 

10 

Budgeting personnel focus on the health and age of our existing assets, 11 

standardization, and mitigation of risk, and provide coordination and 12 

consistency in evaluating individual project requests with the Distribution 13 

organization.  Engineering and operations personnel then work with 14 

budgeting personnel around each risk to evaluate and score each mitigation 15 

individually before ranking the projects.  The factors that are used to score 16 

the identified risks and proposed mitigations are as follows: 17 

 Reliability – Identification of overloaded facilities, potential for18 

customer outages, annual hours at risk, and age of facilities;19 

 Safety – Identification of yearly incident rate before and after the risk20 

is mitigated;21 

 Environmental – Evaluation of compliance with environmental22 

regulations.  To the extent this factor applies to the project being23 

evaluated, it is prioritized, however this factor is not usually24 

applicable;25 

 Legal – Evaluation of compliance before and after the risk is26 

mitigated; and27 
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 Financial – Identification of the gross cash flow, such as incremental1 

revenue, realized salvage value, incremental recurring costs, etc., and2 

identification of avoided costs such as quality of service pay-outs and3 

failure repairs.4 

5 

An analysis of these factors results in a proposed project list that is ranked. 6 

7 

Q. AFTER INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ARE RANKED, HOW DOES DISTRIBUTION8 

DETERMINE WHICH PROJECTS TO FUND? 9 

A. Funding for projects is not unlimited and typically the cost for identified 10 

individual projects exceeds available funding.  In addition, the volume and 11 

diverse types of risks require utilization of a systematic process to perform 12 

specific risk assessment of the asset’s overall future performance 13 

expectations.  Therefore, it is important to rank or prioritize proposed 14 

individual projects before authorizing a project to move forward.  This is 15 

accomplished by ranking the assessment of each project against each other.  16 

Highest priority is given to projects that Distribution must complete within a 17 

given budget year to ensure that we meet regulatory and environmental 18 

compliance obligations and to connect new customers. 19 

20 

Q. HOW ARE AUTHORIZED FUNDING GUIDELINES DETERMINED AND APPLIED? 21 

A. The capital expenditure guidelines are determined at the corporate level for 22 

Distribution as explained by Company witness Mr. Robinson.  Capital 23 

expenditures associated with non-discretionary projects are included in the 24 

budget first, and then any authorized spending is targeted at discretionary 25 

projects based on their ranking. 26 
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By including both routine work orders as well as specific projects in our 1 

capital budget, we are able to meet the immediate needs of our customers 2 

while also proactively addressing system needs as budgeted funds allow.  3 

Further, this process provides for flexibility in reallocating our capital budget 4 

to address changing system needs and system emergencies. 5 

6 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES BUDGET APPROVAL PROCESS. 7 

A. Capital projects that have been approved for funding are uploaded into our 8 

budgeting software.  The Operations President’s executive management 9 

team reviews and approves this list.  After the business area has been 10 

afforded the opportunity to make adjustments, the capital projects are 11 

available for corporate approval.  After receiving approval from the Board of 12 

Directors, work release plans are finalized and work can be deployed. 13 

14 

Q. HOW IS THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BUDGET IMPLEMENTED AFTER15 

APPROVAL? 16 

A. After the capital expenditures budget is finalized, the approved project list 17 

becomes the basis for the release of projects during the calendar year.  This 18 

process must be somewhat flexible to allow for needed additions and 19 

deletions within a given year.  For example, should an emergency occur 20 

during the year, priorities may change and result in an adjustment to the list 21 

of projects.  Projects that were previously approved may be delayed to 22 

accommodate the emergency.  Through our budget deployment process we 23 

are therefore able to meet identified needs and requirements, adjust to 24 

changing circumstances and prudently ensure the long-term health of the 25 

distribution system. 26 
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Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE OF AN EMERGENCY THAT COULD CHANGE1 

THE BUDGET? 2 

A. Yes.  A weather-related event such as the series of severe storms that struck 3 

the Twin Cities in June 2013 is probably the best example.  If our service 4 

territory is hit with a severe storm, we may need to reallocate our budget for 5 

that year to replace poles or feeders damaged by a storm, while at the same 6 

time decreasing spending in another area. 7 

8 

Q. DO YOU BUILD YOUR SYSTEM TO WITHSTAND STORMS?9 

A. Yes.  As discussed above, reliability and safety are a priority to us.  We 10 

intentionally build our system to withstand numerous strains, including wind, 11 

ice, and snow.  But intense weather conditions will always have some level of 12 

impact to our customers and our system.  When service to our customers is 13 

disrupted, we use an industry-leading response protocol to preserve public 14 

safety, as well as restore the greatest numbers of customers as quickly as 15 

possible. 16 

17 
Q. PLEASE DISCUSS YOUR STORM RESPONSE PROTOCOL.  18 

A. Our emergency, or storm, response protocol is comprised of the three 19 

following foundational elements:  20 

1. Planning. The planning phase involves our annual capital investment21 

and operations and maintenance work planning, workforce22 

management, and support tools.23 

2. Readiness. The readiness phase involves our staff’s participation in24 

ongoing drills, procedure reviews, and training.25 

3. Execution. The execution phase includes a prioritized response plan, deliberate26 

resource deployment, safety considerations, and follow-up assessments.27 
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When a severe storm does impact our customers, our prioritized and 1 

proactive response plan dispatches our resources based on the largest outage 2 

by customer count in the geographic location of the available resource.  This 3 

is then followed by the next largest outage by customer count in the 4 

geographic location of the available resource, and so on. 5 

6 

Our storm response protocol is industry-leading, and we believe it has 7 

served us well, as demonstrated by our overall provision of safe and reliable 8 

service.  For example, a series of storms on July 12th and 13th in 2015 left 9 

60,000 customers without power in the metro area.  We had over 400 10 

employees and contractors from five states working to restore power for our 11 

customers.  We were ultimately able to restore 90 percent of the customers 12 

in 12 hours and 100 percent in 24 hours. 13 

14 

Another series of storms less than a week later on July 18th through 20th left 15 

250,000 customers in the Twin Cities without power.  Over 750 employees 16 

and contractors were able to restore 75 percent of the customers in 12 17 

hours, 90 percent in 36 hours, 99 percent in 48 hours, and 100 percent in 60 18 

hours. 19 

20 

These crucial storm restoration efforts required reallocation of our budget in 21 

2015 and reduced funding for previously budgeted projects. 22 

23 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PROCESS THAT THE DISTRIBUTION ORGANIZATION24 

USES TO MANAGE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AFTER BUDGET APPROVAL. 25 

A. The engineering department within the Distribution business area monitors 26 

all distribution capital expenditures to ensure that, overall, our authorized 27 

projects align with the established expenditure budget.  We perform a 28 
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monthly forecasting exercise to ensure that we have a steady and dependable 1 

flow of financial information regarding capital expenditures.  We then 2 

compare our monthly expenditures to our budgets, and any variances are 3 

immediately addressed.  Any project that may be outside of allowed 4 

variances is reevaluated and may be escalated to management or the 5 

corporate level as appropriate.  Reviews are also performed to compare year-6 

to-date actual performance with year-to-date and year-end forecasts.  7 

Deviations are identified and recommendations to meet financial targets are 8 

reviewed and approved. 9 

10 

Q. DOES THE DISTRIBUTION BUDGETING PROCESS RESULT IN A REASONABLE11 

ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS YEAR OVER YEAR? 12 

A. Yes.  Distribution’s budgeting process is thorough and results in a 13 

reasonable estimate of our capital costs. 14 

15 

C. Major Planned Investments 16 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 17 

A. This section of my testimony discusses the major planned investments 18 

Distribution anticipates in 2016 through 2018. 19 

20 

Q. HOW DID DISTRIBUTION IDENTIFY ITS MAJOR PLANNED INVESTMENTS OVER21 

THE PLAN PERIOD? 22 

A. To identify these investments, we looked for those unique capital projects 23 

that will require a greater than normal quantity of Distribution resources to 24 

complete. 25 
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Q. WHAT MAJOR PLANNED INVESTMENTS DOES DISTRIBUTION ANTICIPATE1 

UNDERTAKING DURING THE PERIOD OF THIS MULTI-YEAR RATE PLAN? 2 

A. Distribution anticipates undertaking two major planned investments during 3 

the plan period.  The first is our LED streetlight replacement program, 4 

which will commence in 2016 and continue throughout the plan period.  5 

This program will replace existing high-pressure sodium or mercury vapor 6 

streetlights with more energy-efficient LED streetlights in communities 7 

across Minnesota. 8 

9 

As detailed in our October 15, 2015 filing, our LED street light rate will 10 

offer customers a new and voluntary street lighting rate option for 11 

Company-owned LED fixtures that have the potential to reduce bills, 12 

achieve greater efficiency, help to meet energy usage and greenhouse gas 13 

emissions reduction goals, and improve lighting quality and safety. This 14 

initiative is an effort to respond to customer needs and interests by 15 

providing expanded choices of products and services. 16 

17 

The second major planned investment is the Belle Plaine Battery project, 18 

which is a unique project selected to mitigate an emerging capacity risk and 19 

to study the potential benefits of battery storage when coupled with 20 

distributed generation.  Funding for this project will be proposed for 21 

inclusion in the new grid modernization rider outlined in Minn. Stat. § 22 

216B.16, subd. 7b. 23 

24 

These two major planned investments for the plan period (2016-2018) as 25 

well as additional key capital projects we anticipate completing in the plan 26 

period are discussed in more detail below. 27 

Table 3
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D. Key Capital Additions 1 

Q. WHAT CAPITAL ADDITIONS IS DISTRIBUTION PROPOSING TO MAKE IN 2016,2 

2017, AND 2018? 3 

A. The total 2016, 2017, and 2018 capital additions budget by capital budget 4 

groupings is presented below in Table 8. 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

1. Asset Health19 

Q. WHAT ARE ASSET HEALTH PROJECTS? 20 

A. These are projects required to replace equipment, such as poles and 21 

underground cables, which are reaching the end of life or have failed.  This 22 

category includes storm and public damage repair investments. It also 23 

includes expenditures to expand the installation of automated devices and 24 

new technology for the purpose of modernizing our distribution grid and to 25 

provide enhanced reliability.  26 

Table 8 
Capital Additions 

(Includes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 2016 2017 2018 

Asset Health & Reliability $67.3 $77.0 $89.5 

Capacity $29.3 $19.7 $19.5 

New Business $55.2 $56.6 $58.6 

Fleet, Tools, Equipment $14.9 $15.2 $15.7 

Totals $166.7 $168.5 $183.3 
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Q. WHY ARE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS INCREASING IN THE ASSET HEALTH1 

CATEGORY? 2 

A. To ensure the reliability of aging components of our distribution system, we 3 

are increasing the amount of our annual replacements for certain 4 

components of our system.  In recent years, we have focused our efforts on 5 

cable and pole replacements. We are beginning to increase investments in 6 

our substation renewal program, which includes replacement of transformers 7 

and circuit breakers.  I discuss this in greater detail below. 8 

9 

Q. HOW DID YOU ESTABLISH THE BUDGETS FOR ASSET HEALTH? 10 

A. Asset Health projects fall into two categories – those routine in nature and 11 

larger specific projects.  The projected needs for routine categories are based 12 

largely on past performance of similar components.  In addition to these 13 

routine replacements, over the past few years the Company has analyzed the 14 

age profile and overall reliability performance of key components of the 15 

distribution system such as substation transformers and circuit breakers, 16 

overhead lines, wood poles, and underground cables.  As a result of this 17 

analysis, we have concluded that to maintain the existing reliability of the 18 

distribution system, we must increase the level of annual replacements of 19 

these key components.  We then developed replacement plans for these key 20 

components and utilized this data to develop our budget to address the long-21 

term asset health of these components.  As a result, we have steadily raised 22 

our capital expenditures in Asset Health beginning in 2014 to ensure that 23 

this additional work is conducted in a systematic and efficient manner.  24 

25 

However, our capital expenditures for Asset Health in 2016 are temporarily 26 

reduced due to corporate budget pressures; they are then increased in 2017 27 
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and 2018 to target, bringing cable, poles and substation equipment 1 

replacements closer to appropriate levels. 2 

3 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE A FURTHER BREAKDOWN OF THE CAPITAL ADDITIONS4 

THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE ASSET HEALTH CATEGORY? 5 

A. Yes.  Table 9 provides a further breakdown of the components in this 6 

category. 7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

a) Renewal-Cable23 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE RENEWAL-CABLE CATEGORY LISTED IN TABLE 9? 24 

A. The NSPM distribution system has nearly 1,500 miles of underground feeder 25 

cable and over 9,100 miles of underground tap cable.  The Renewal-Cable 26 

category refers to replacement of portions of this underground cable.  The 27 

purpose of these investments is to improve reliability and system 28 

Table 9 
2012-2018 Capital Additions - Asset Health & Reliability 

(Includes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 

Asset Health & 
Reliability 
Components 

2012 
Actual 

2013 
Actual 

2014 
Actual 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Forecast 

2017 
Forecast 

2018 
Forecast 

Renewal-Cable $9.2 $11.0 $17.1 $20.3 $18.4 $22.2 $25.9 

Renewal-Poles $3.8 $3.0 $5.0 $6.7 $8.3 $8.9 $9.2 

Renewal-Other $10.5 $27.9 $17.8 $18.7 $9.7 $15.1 $22.0 

Rebuild/Conversions $16.7 $15.9 $15.2 $20.3 $21.3 $20.0 $20.4 

Mandates $6.3 $8.6 $16.1 $14.6 $9.6 $10.8 $12.0 

Total $46.5 $66.4 $71.2 $80.6 $67.3 $77.0 $89.5 
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performance.  The specific sections of cable selected for replacement are 1 

chosen based on reliability data, and in some cases, selections are influenced 2 

by historical performance of the types and vintages of cable.  As I discussed 3 

earlier, we are currently replacing an increasing number of underground 4 

cables that have reached the end of their life. 5 

6 

Q. HOW WAS THE BUDGET FOR RENEWAL-CABLE DEVELOPED? 7 

A. We estimate costs on a per-foot basis, using historical data and any known 8 

or anticipated changes in labor and material costs.  The work occurs 9 

throughout the year, with the greatest portion of the work taking place 10 

during months without frost to minimize expense. 11 

12 

b) Renewal-Poles13 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE RENEWAL-POLES CATEGORY LISTED IN TABLE 9? 14 

A. The NSPM distribution system has approximately 500,000 wooden poles in 15 

service, and these poles have a service life, on average, of 44 years.  The 16 

Renewal-Poles item in Table 9 refers to pole replacements.  Similar to cable 17 

replacements, we replace poles that have reached end of life, as determined 18 

by ground pole testing. 19 

20 

Q. HOW MANY POLES ARE TESTED EACH YEAR? 21 

A. With a goal of achieving a 12-year inspection cycle on our pole assets, we 22 

budget to test approximately 8.3 percent of our pole plant each year.  Actual 23 

poles inspected each year can vary depending on overall budget management 24 

efforts and the rate of poles rejected in each region of the Company.  As a 25 

result of these inspections, the number of poles we have had to replace has 26 

grown steadily from 845 poles in 2012 to current annual replacement 27 

estimate of approximately 2,750 poles per year by 2016.   28 
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The primary driver of the increased number of pole replacements we are 1 

now experiencing on an annual basis is that the “reject rate” for inspected 2 

poles has steadily increased since we first began our program.  The “reject 3 

rate” refers to a pole that has failed testing and needs to be replaced.  This 4 

increased reject rate can be attributed to continual fine tuning of our 5 

inspection specifications and quality control efforts with our inspection 6 

contractors as well as the overall age of the poles in our system.  7 

8 

Q. HOW WAS THE BUDGET FOR RENEWAL-POLES DEVELOPED? 9 

A. Costs are estimated on a per-pole basis, using historical data and any known 10 

anticipated changes in labor and material costs.  This updated per-unit cost 11 

of pole replacement is then taken against the total number of estimated poles 12 

needing to be replaced in the upcoming budget year.  The work takes place 13 

throughout the entire year.  14 

15 

c) Renewal-Other16 

Q. WHAT OTHER TYPES OF INVESTMENTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE RENEWAL-17 

OTHER CATEGORY SHOWN IN TABLE 9? 18 

A. The Renewal-Other category includes the following: 19 

 Substation transformer, switchgear, and circuit breaker replacements;20 

 Substation relay replacements; and21 

 System communications.22 

23 

Q. WHAT ARE THE DRIVERS BEHIND INCREASED SUBSTATION TRANSFORMER24 

AND CIRCUIT BREAKER REPLACEMENTS? 25 

A. We are continuing to replace distribution substation infrastructure nearing its 26 

end of life including transformers, circuit breakers, and switches, to reduce 27 

risk of failure and prevent reliability issues.  We identify those elements in 28 
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need of replacement by evaluating the condition, age, and probability of 1 

failure.  We use this data to prioritize replacements based on the overall risk 2 

to the reliability of the system.  Also, based on the asset health analysis 3 

discussed above, we anticipate increasing replacement of substation 4 

transformers and breakers in the next several years to ensure the reliability of 5 

these components. 6 

7 

As we identify replacement needs, we install replacements with an eye to 8 

modernization and thus ensure that new elements that are placed in-service 9 

have the technology to enable communication and control systems that 10 

allow us to monitor and manage our system.  We also look for synergies 11 

among asset replacement programs to maximize labor efficiencies.  12 

13 

Q. ARE THERE ANY SUBSTATION REPLACEMENT PROJECTS YOU WOULD LIKE TO14 

HIGHLIGHT? 15 

A. Yes.  The circuit breakers at our Fifth Street substation in downtown 16 

Minneapolis have been identified as in need of replacement.  This 17 

subterranean substation has 47 circuit breakers contained within aging 18 

switchgear, and we have initiated a project to replace the switchgear in a 19 

single multi-year project starting in 2016 and ending in 2019.  To complete 20 

this project, we have budgeted expenditures of $0.5 million in 2016, $4.7 21 

million in each 2017 and 2018, and $2.4 million in 2019. 22 

23 

Q. WHAT ARE THE DRIVERS BEHIND INCREASED SUBSTATION RELAY24 

REPLACEMENTS? 25 

A. Substation relays, known as protective relays, provide the logic and control 26 

to keep the system operating safely.  Most of these devices monitor their 27 

portion of the system for faults, overloads, voltage frequency excursions, 28 
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and other potential problems.  They then take action, sometimes within 1 

milliseconds, to call upon circuit breakers and switches to operate and 2 

protect the system from problems.  Many of these relays are reaching their 3 

end of life and must be replaced to ensure that this protective equipment 4 

operates as intended. 5 

6 

Q. WHAT INVESTMENTS IS THE COMPANY MAKING IN SYSTEM7 

COMMUNICATIONS? 8 

A. Our investments in system communication are part of an overall strategy to 9 

modernize our distribution system.  Distribution’s primary communication 10 

investments are in SCADA and replacement of substation communication 11 

paths that use obsolete Frame Relay connections.  We also intend to invest 12 

in a FAN to enable secure communication with distributed resources and 13 

distribution system controls.  We will own this communication 14 

infrastructure, which will provide a private, secure, reliable conduit for two-15 

way electronic transfer of data to "smart" devices to optimize and create 16 

more efficient operations on behalf of customers.  This project is discussed 17 

in greater detail in the testimony of Company witness Mr. Harkness. 18 

19 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS DISTRIBUTION’S SCADA INVESTMENTS. 20 

A. We manage the communication and control of our substations through 21 

SCADA.  SCADA is used to increase reliability and equipment management 22 

capability through real-time alarms and controls.  It can also be used to 23 

manage real-time reactive power flow through distribution capacitor 24 

controls.  Currently, we have SCADA in 120 of Minnesota’s distribution 25 

substations, leaving 98 substations without remote visibility or control.  Most 26 

of our non-SCADA substations are in rural areas, which makes this lack of 27 

remote visibility and control even more of a concern.  Given the importance 28 
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of this technology, we have outlined a long-term capital investment plan to 1 

install SCADA at more distribution substations.  This long-term plan will 2 

commence in 2016 and calls for installation of SCADA at three to four 3 

substations each year. 4 

5 

Q. HOW WILL THIS INVESTMENT IN SCADA BENEFIT CUSTOMERS? 6 

A. SCADA systems provide many advantages for our customers.  In particular, 7 

the increased communication and control over our distribution substations 8 

that is provided by SCADA can significantly increase the speed of power 9 

restoration following an outage.  For instance, SCADA-enabled switches and 10 

line reclosers can help operators remotely isolate the outage and close 11 

adjacent switches to reroute power quickly to unaffected sections.  This can 12 

also be done automatically, with the operators merely overseeing the 13 

automated restoration to watch for special circumstances or errors.  All of 14 

this can be done without the need for a line worker to visit the site to 15 

perform a visual inspection to determine the exact nature and location of the 16 

problem. 17 

18 

SCADA also helps us accommodate increased distributed energy resources 19 

on the system.  More specifically, distributed generation such as solar and 20 

wind can be difficult to manage on the distribution system due to its 21 

intermittent nature.  The load monitoring functionality provides improved 22 

insight into load profiles.  This is necessary to fully evaluate both peak loads 23 

(for planning purposes) and minimum loads (which help us to evaluate 24 

generation hosting capacity).  The monitoring capabilities provided by 25 

SCADA enable operators to make informed adjustments faster, uncover 26 

trends, and address issues before they occur. 27 
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d) Rebuild/Conversions1 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE REBUILD/CONVERSION CATEGORY LISTED IN2 

TABLE 9? 3 

A. The bulk of this category is for small projects of a routine nature including 4 

replacing poles due to public damage, rebuilding due to storm damage or for 5 

undergrounding overhead lines, generally at the request of customers or 6 

government entities (portions are often compensable).  7 

8 

Q. HOW WAS THE BUDGET FOR REBUILD/CONVERSION DEVELOPED? 9 

A. The budget for this category is based primarily on historical experience, with 10 

additional consideration given to economic conditions which tend to 11 

influence these customer requests. 12 

13 

2. New Business14 

Q. WHAT TYPES OF PROJECTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE NEW BUSINESS15 

CATEGORY? 16 

A. These are capital projects that are required to extend service to new 17 

customers.  The primary costs are associated with distribution line 18 

extensions, new service installations, transformer and metering equipment, 19 

and street lighting. 20 

21 

Specifically, to serve a new customer, we must generally extend our 22 

distribution system from the nearest practical point and install a transformer, 23 

service conductor, and meter(s).  When a facility changes purposes, such as 24 

transforming from a warehouse to apartments, we generally must increase 25 

transformer capacity and install new service and meters.  When a new 26 

housing development is constructed, service is extended to these new homes 27 
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and streetlights are added to provide lighting for homeowner, pedestrian, 1 

and motorist safety. 2 

3 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE A BREAKDOWN OF CAPITAL ADDITIONS IN THE NEW4 

BUSINESS CATEGORY? 5 

A. Table 10 provides a breakdown of the components that comprise the New 6 

Business category of capital additions. 7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Q. HOW DO YOU DEVELOP A BUDGET FOR NEW BUSINESS INVESTMENTS? 22 

A. New business budgets are based on meter set forecast and estimated cost per 23 

meter.  Meter growth rates are based on new housing starts and modified by 24 

known trends in service territories.  Over the past three years, our New 25 

Business investments have steadily increased.  This increase is derived from 26 

increases in new housing starts which are on the rise and are projected to 27 

increase over the next several years as the economy continues to recover.  28 

Table 10 
2012-2018 Capital Additions - New Business 

(Includes AFUDC) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 

New Business 
Components 

2012 
Actual 

2013 
Actual 

2014 
Actual 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Forecast 

2017 
Forecast 

2018 
Forecast 

Transformers $19.2 $18.3 $20.2 $17.3 $18.5 $18.7 $19.4 

Extensions $11.7 $15.1 $20.0 $25.5 $23.1 $24.1 $25.2 

Meters $5.5 $5.5 $4.5 $5.0 $5.6 $5.4 $5.5 

Street Lighting $2.0 $1.4 $2.0 $5.0 $8.0 $8.4 $8.5 

Total $38.4 $40.3 $46.7 $52.8 $55.2 $56.6 $58.6 
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With the favorable economic conditions, we are also seeing an increase in 1 

new business investments due to new commercial customers and due to 2 

redevelopment, in particular in the areas around the new Vikings stadium in 3 

Minneapolis. 4 

5 

Q. WHAT ARE THE MAJOR COST DRIVERS DURING THE PLAN PERIOD IN THE6 

NEW BUSINESS CATEGORY? 7 

A. Increased investments in streetlight replacements drive most of the overall 8 

increase in our New Business category. 9 

10 

Q. CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE INCREASE IN INVESTMENTS IN STREETLIGHT11 

REPLACEMENTS STARTING IN 2016? 12 

A. As discussed in our October 15, 2015 petition, starting in 2016, the 13 

Company is proposing a five-year LED streetlight replacement program.  14 

This program will replace existing high-pressure sodium streetlighting 15 

systems with LED technology.  16 

17 

Q. HOW WILL THE STREETLIGHT REPLACEMENT PROGRAM BENEFIT18 

CUSTOMERS? 19 

A. There are multiple benefits of converting to LED as compared to existing 20 

technology: 21 

 Improved nighttime visibility and safety through better color22 

rendering, more uniform lighting, and the elimination of many dark23 

areas between poles;24 

 Reduced direct and reflected uplight, which are the primary causes of25 

urban sky glow;26 

 Projected energy savings of 40 to 80 percent depending on the27 

incumbent lighting source and design criteria; and28 
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 Reduced maintenance due to longer lamp life (we do not anticipate1 

that the average age for all the assets in the streetlighting account will2 

be effected by this change).3 

4 

Q. WHAT IS DRIVING THE INCREASE IN EXTENSIONS FROM 2012 THROUGH 20185 

AS SHOWN IN TABLE 10? 6 

A. Similar to the overall trend for New Business investments, the steady 7 

increase in extensions is directly correlated to economic growth and activity 8 

over the past three years.  This economic growth has driven an increase in 9 

new housing starts, which are projected to continue to increase as the 10 

economy continues to recover.  Meter growth rates continue to drive the 11 

need for extensions to supply service to new customers. 12 

13 

Q. INVESTMENTS IN TRANSFORMERS LOOK RELATIVELY STEADY IN TABLE 10,14 

HOW HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO MAINTAIN TRANSFORMER COSTS IF NEW 15 

BUSINESS IS INCREASING?  16 

A. Our purchasing area has worked with vendors to provide a quality product 17 

at the lowest possible price, which has been effective in controlling costs.  18 

For example, in partnership with our Supply Chain Organization, we have 19 

deployed a competitive bidding process for our transformer requirements to 20 

multiple vendors.  For the successful bidders, supply agreements were 21 

negotiated with strict pricing guidelines on what components of transformer 22 

manufacturing costs could be escalated/de-escalated and the timing of those 23 

adjustments.  No price increases are allowed for higher labor costs, factory 24 

overheads, and margins.  Such adjustment clauses have also allowed us to 25 

take advantage of some declining costs in raw materials.  Finally, our 26 

Distribution Standards area has initiated an effort that has led to the 27 

introduction of a few new transformer stock offerings that have replaced 28 
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more expensive equivalent stock designs.  Also, our volume of new 1 

transformers has remained relatively constant despite the increases in new 2 

business. 3 

4 

3. Capacity5 

Q. WHAT IS A CAPACITY PROJECT?6 

A. These are projects required to increase electric distribution system capacity 7 

to alleviate localized or regionalized system load and reliability issues.  This 8 

category commonly includes the expansion or addition of new substation 9 

equipment and the installation of new distribution feeder circuits to relieve 10 

load on existing circuits and provide for backup service capabilities.  11 

12 

Q. HOW DO YOU ESTABLISH THE BUDGET FOR CAPACITY PROJECTS? 13 

A. Distribution capacity planners annually evaluate the peak loading on the 14 

substation transformers and feeders.  Risks are identified, and solutions 15 

examined using a risk-versus-cost methodology I discussed earlier in Section 16 

II. The resulting budget seeks to most effectively invest the resources both17 

within the Capacity category and across the other categories as well. 18 

19 

Q. WHY IS THERE A DECREASE IN CAPACITY CAPITAL ADDITIONS AFTER 2016? 20 

A. Capacity projects often involve large capital expenses and take up a large 21 

percentage of the overall Distribution budget.  As a result, in years when 22 

load growth on the system requires investment in Capacity projects, we 23 

often have to decrease our spending in other areas to maintain our overall 24 

budget thresholds.  Oftentimes the category that receives less funding is our 25 

Asset Health category.  After these Capacity projects are placed in service, 26 

however, we reprioritize our budget to fund those areas that may have 27 

received less funding in prior years.  Accordingly, in subsequent years we 28 
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may spend less on Capacity projects and more on Asset Health to ensure the 1 

long-term health of our distribution system.  This is the case with our 2016 2 

versus 2017 and 2018 Capacity capital additions budget. 3 

4 

Q. WHAT SPECIFIC CAPACITY PROJECTS ARE PLANNED IN 2016?  5 

A. The key Capacity projects in 2016 are the construction of the new Lake 6 

Bavaria substation near Victoria, and capacity additions at the Eastwood 7 

substation in Mankato and the Fiesta City substation in Montevideo. 8 

9 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE LAKE BAVARIA SUBSTATION PROJECT? 10 

A. A new Lake Bavaria substation will be constructed near Victoria, Minnesota. 11 

This new substation will be a 115-34.5 kV 70 MVA substation with two new 12 

34.5 kV feeders and will provide a distribution source midway between our 13 

existing Westgate and West Waconia substations.  The substation is planned 14 

to be in service in late 2016 and is expected to have a Minnesota jurisdiction 15 

plant addition of $4.9 million.  This plant addition amount is reasonable as it 16 

is based on our prior experience with similar projects.  17 

18 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT?19 

A. Each of the two existing nearby substations has long feeders serving this 20 

growing area and is reliability-challenged.  Adding to the need for this area is 21 

the re-purposing of an existing 115 kV transmission line in 2015 that had 22 

been used by distribution as part of the Scott County-Westgate 115 kV 23 

transmission project.  Distribution constructed a new underground line to 24 

replace this repurposed asset as this was the only feasible route.  Given this 25 

underground design, we need to provide redundancy for the event that the 26 

new underground line fails.  This project will provide this redundancy. 27 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EASTWOOD SUBSTATION PROJECT? 1 

A. An additional 50 MVA 115-13.8 kV transformer with two additional 13.8 kV 2 

feeders will be added within our existing Eastwood substation in Mankato, 3 

Minnesota. 4 

5 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT? 6 

A. These additions at the Eastwood substation will reinforce contingency 7 

capacity, eliminating the risk of being unable to serve our customers should 8 

we sustain a transformer failure at this substation or at two adjacent 9 

substations.  One feeder will serve a growing industrial area on the northeast 10 

side of Mankato.  The second feeder will serve growing commercial and 11 

residential load on the south side of Mankato.  Both feeders will reduce 12 

outage risks associated with failures of adjacent feeders.  The substation will 13 

go in service in mid-2016 and is expected to have a Minnesota jurisdiction 14 

plant addition of $5.0 million.  This plant addition amount is reasonable, as it 15 

is based on our prior experience with similar projects. 16 

17 

Q. WHAT WORK IS BEING COMPLETED AT THE FIESTA CITY SUBSTATION? 18 

A. The existing Fiesta City substation is located in Montevideo, Minnesota and 19 

serves load in and around that area.  The substation currently has one 69-20 

12.5 kV 10.5 MVA transformer and two 12.5 kV feeders.  We will install a 21 

second 28 MVA transformer bank with two new 12.5 kV feeder bays.  The 22 

new facilities are expected to be in-service in mid-2016 with a Minnesota 23 

jurisdiction plant addition of approximately $2.8 million.  This plant addition 24 

amount is reasonable as it is based on our prior experience with similar 25 

projects. 26 
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Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT? 1 

A. The project will eliminate substation transformer overloads at both the 2 

Fiesta City and Montevideo substations, restore feeder contingency 3 

capabilities, and provide adequate capacity to enable conversion of the aging 4 

4 kV assets served from the Montevideo substation. 5 

6 

Q. WHAT SPECIFIC CAPACITY PROJECTS ARE PLANNED FOR IN 2017?  7 

A. The key Capacity projects in 2017 are at our Waconia and Baytown 8 

substations.  9 

10 

Q. WHAT WORK IS BEING COMPLETED AT THE WACONIA SUBSTATION? 11 

A. A 28 MVA 69-13.8 kV transformer will be added to complement the 12 

existing 20 MVA unit.  Feeder bays will be constructed to enable the new 13 

transformer to serve a portion of the area load. 14 

15 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT? 16 

A. The existing Waconia substation is an aging facility acquired from another 17 

utility.  The transformer is overloaded and maintenance is especially difficult 18 

due to the legacy design.  The addition of the second transformer will 19 

provide the needed contingency capability and enable maintenance on the 20 

existing regulators without taking an outage to the community.  The new 21 

facilities are expected to be in service in late 2017 with a Minnesota 22 

jurisdiction plant addition of approximately $4.5 million.  This plant addition 23 

amount is reasonable, as it is based on our prior experience with similar 24 

projects. 25 
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Q. WHAT WORK IS BEING COMPLETED AT THE BAYTOWN SUBSTATION? 1 

A. A 50 MVA 115-13.8 kV transformer is being added to complement the 2 

existing 28 MVA unit.  A new feeder will extend north into Stillwater to 3 

mitigate contingency risks. 4 

5 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT? 6 

A. Loss of the existing transformer would result in over 21 MVA of load 7 

unserved for an extended period of time. Adding the second transformer 8 

will provide capacity for such a contingency, and will also provide capacity 9 

deemed necessary due to load growth spurred by the completion of the new 10 

St Croix River bridge.  Extending the new feeder north will mitigate several 11 

feeder contingency risks as well.  The new facilities are expected to be in 12 

service in mid-2017 with a Minnesota jurisdiction plant addition of 13 

approximately $5.2 million.  This plant addition amount is reasonable, as it is 14 

based on our prior experience with similar projects. 15 

16 

Q. WHAT SPECIFIC CAPACITY PROJECTS ARE PLANNED FOR IN 2018?  17 

A. The one key Capacity project for 2018 is the Bailey Road substation project. 18 

19 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE BAILEY ROAD SUBSTATION PROJECT? 20 

A. A new Bailey Road substation is to be constructed in Woodbury, Minnesota.  21 

This new substation will be a 115-34.5 kV 70 MVA substation with two new 22 

34.5 kV feeders.  The distribution feeders will primarily serve customers in 23 

the Woodbury area and will relieve feeder and substation transformer risks at 24 

our existing Woodbury and Afton substations.  The substation is planned to 25 

go in service in 2018 and is expected to have a Minnesota jurisdiction plant 26 

addition of $4.7 million.  This is a joint project with Transmission and is also 27 

described in the testimony of Company witness Mr. Ian R. Benson.  This 28 
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plant addition amount is reasonable, as it is based on our prior experience 1 

with similar projects. 2 

3 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT? 4 

A. This project will mitigate significant feeder and substation transformer 5 

contingency risks at the existing Afton and Woodbury substations in the 6 

area, and will also provide sufficient capacity to meet the load serving needs 7 

of this growing area.   8 

9 

4. Fleet, Tools, and Equipment10 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE BUDGET FOR THE FLEET, TOOLS, AND11 

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY? 12 

A. This category includes various expenditure types required to support our 13 

overall operations, including fleet purchases and capital tool purchases.   14 

15 

Q. HOW DO YOU ESTABLISH THE BUDGET FOR FLEET, TOOLS, AND16 

EQUIPMENT? 17 

A. The largest driver in this category is for fleet vehicles.  Our fleet managers 18 

maintain accurate records on vehicles and have performed analysis to 19 

determine the optimal investments to ensure a reliable, yet cost-effective 20 

fleet.  Through our rigorous tracking of vehicle maintenance expenses, we 21 

are able to select vehicles to replace in order to achieve the lowest cost of 22 

ownership.  We analyze which units have met their candidate age for 23 

replacement, quantitatively prioritize which assets will return the largest 24 

reduction in maintenance and repair as a proportion to their capital 25 

investment, qualitatively review condition assessments with the mechanics, 26 

and review work priorities and gather non-replacement fleet needs with 27 

users.  The annual fleet budget can then be derived based on the proposed 28 
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number of fleet replacements (by type of vehicle) coupled with the latest 1 

known pricing for each type and quantity of vehicle being proposed for 2 

replacement.  Another component of this budget is equipment purchases 3 

necessary to replace Frame Relay connections, as mentioned above. 4 

5 

Q. ARE YOU EXPECTING A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN THE INVESTMENTS IN THIS6 

BUDGET CATEGORY FROM 2014 TO 2016? 7 

A. No.  We anticipate that our investments in this area will remain relatively 8 

steady through these years. 9 

10 

Q. WHAT IS DRIVING THE INCREASED INVESTMENTS IN THIS AREA IN 2017 AND11 

2018? 12 

A. In 2017 and 2018, in addition to our routine fleet vehicle purchases, we are 13 

adding equipment at our substations to improve reliability and to modernize 14 

our substations.  Specifically, we are investing $1.0 million in both 2017 and 15 

2018 in feeder load monitoring equipment that will provide load information 16 

for distribution feeders.  In addition to feeder load monitoring equipment, 17 

we are also investing $1.0 million in 2017 and 2018 to upgrade or replace 18 

Substation Remote Terminal Units to a modern device that allows for better 19 

communication between substations.  Further, to lay the groundwork for 20 

ADMS, we will be making investments to improve the GIS data for our 21 

feeders.  Improving this data is a necessary first step before ADMS can be 22 

fully implemented.  We are also making a $1.0 million investment in these 23 

years to install remote fault indication and load monitors that will decrease 24 

the amount of time required to find a fault on the system. 25 
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Q. WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE WITH RESPECT TO THE LEVEL OF DISTRIBUTION1 

CAPITAL COSTS THE COMPANY IS SEEKING TO RECOVER IN THIS RATE CASE? 2 

A. The level of Distribution capital costs presented is reasonable and necessary 3 

to ensure the health, safety, and reliability of our distribution system. 4 

5 

IV. O&M BUDGET6 

7 

A. O&M Overview and Trends 8 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF THE NSPM 2016 DISTRIBUTION O&M9 

BUDGET. 10 

A. The Distribution O&M budget is approximately $112.1 million for ongoing 11 

maintenance, operation, and construction of the NSPM distribution system 12 

in 2016. 13 

14 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN DISTRIBUTION’S O&M BUDGET? 15 

A. Distribution’s O&M budget includes labor costs associated with maintaining, 16 

inspecting, installing, and constructing distribution facilities such as poles, 17 

wires, transformers, and underground electric facilities.  It also includes labor 18 

costs related to vegetation management and damage prevention.  Finally, it 19 

includes the fleet (vehicles, trucks, trailers, etc.) and miscellaneous materials 20 

and minor tools necessary to build out, operate, and maintain our electric 21 

distribution system.  Specifically, the O&M component of fleet are those 22 

expenditures necessary to maintain our existing fleet.  This includes annual 23 

fuel costs plus the allocation of fleet support to O&M based on the 24 

proportion of the Distribution fleet utilized for O&M activities as compared 25 

to capital projects.  26 
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Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY SET THE O&M BUDGET FOR THE DISTRIBUTION1 

BUSINESS UNIT? 2 

A. Our O&M budgeting process takes into account our most recent historical 3 

spend in all the various areas of Distribution and applies known changes to 4 

labor rates and non-labor inflationary factors that would be applicable to the 5 

upcoming budget years.  We also “normalize” our historical spend for any 6 

activities and/or maintenance projects embedded in our most recent history 7 

that we would not expect to be repeated in the upcoming budget years (e.g., 8 

excessive storm activities or one-time O&M projects).  We then couple that 9 

normalized historical spend information with a review of the anticipated 10 

work volumes for the various O&M programs and activities we perform, 11 

factoring in any known and measurable changes expected to take effect in 12 

the upcoming budget year.  For example, for our major maintenance 13 

programs such as cable fault repairs and vegetation management, we review 14 

annual expected units/line-miles to be maintained and ensure required O&M 15 

dollars are adjusted accordingly. 16 

17 

I note that we also factor in any expected efficiency gains we believe would 18 

be captured by operational improvement efforts we continuously are 19 

working on within our processes and procedures, along with productivity 20 

improvements we would expect to achieve via the implementation or wider 21 

application of new technologies.  These improvements are already factored 22 

into our O&M budgets. 23 

24 

Q. DOES THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT EVER NEED TO CHANGE THE25 

ALLOCATION OF O&M FUNDS DURING THE FINANCIAL YEAR? 26 

A. Yes.  Given that no year ever transpires exactly as predicted or forecasted, 27 

we typically update our O&M expenditure forecasts during the year.  As with 28 
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our capital investments, one of our largest annual sensitivities for O&M 1 

expenditures is severe weather.  The amount of O&M we spend on weather- 2 

related events, such as storm restoration and floods, can vary greatly from 3 

one year to the next.  In addition, the Distribution business unit will 4 

periodically receive a request from the Company to adjust O&M costs within 5 

the financial year to account for changes in business conditions in other 6 

areas of the Company.  When a greater need for expenditures in a particular 7 

area is identified, we try our best to re-prioritize and reallocate our budgeted 8 

O&M dollars while still operating within our overall O&M budget.  9 

However, there are times where circumstances dictate that, in order to 10 

maintain safe, reliable service at the levels our customers expect, we will 11 

need to spend more than our overall budget would allow to properly address 12 

certain items that come about during a given budget year. 13 

14 

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY DETERMINE CHANGES IN THE O&M BUDGET? 15 

A. During the current year, we are routinely monitoring our O&M actual 16 

expenditures as compared to the budget and identifying any variances of 17 

significance as they materialize.  As budget pressures are identified in certain 18 

areas or programs, we review options to mitigate those pressures as best we 19 

can.  One mitigation option would be reallocation from other areas of the 20 

budget where funds for budgeted work of a lower priority and/or more 21 

discretionary nature (in the short-term) can be reallocated to cover the areas 22 

or programs experiencing the budget pressures.  Such reallocations are 23 

considered as long as the amount of funding needed to cover the budget 24 

pressure is within a level that can be prudently covered within our overall 25 

budget allocation.  If the amount of the budget pressure is too significant to 26 

accommodate via reallocation, such as in years where we have had significant 27 

storm activities driving larger deviations to O&M budgets, we then seek 28 
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adjustments to year-end targeted expenditures where we would forecast an 1 

overall expenditure level exceeding our overall Distribution O&M budget.  2 

Deviations from existing budgets of significant are formally requested of and 3 

granted or denied by Finance Council.  4 

5 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT MONITORS O&M6 

EXPENDITURES. 7 

A. We monitor our O&M expenditures on a monthly basis.  In partnership with 8 

our Finance Area, we report out on our monthly and year-to-date actual 9 

expenditures versus budgets/forecasts.  Part of this monthly reporting 10 

process includes deviation explanations for various categories of 11 

expenditures.  This reporting is provided down to the individual manager 12 

business unit level and to the major Distribution business unit level 13 

directors.  Monthly review meetings are then conducted at various levels to 14 

determine any pressure points and remediation plans that are needed to 15 

manage our overall O&M expenditures and ensure proper prioritization of 16 

those expenditures. 17 

18 

Q. HOW ARE THE COMPANY’S LONG-TERM DISTRIBUTION O&M COSTS19 

TRENDING? 20 

A. Table 11 provides a historic look at O&M expenditures from 2012 actuals to 21 

2016 budget.  From 2010 until 2012, the Distribution business unit averaged 22 

a modest 0.5 percent growth in annual O&M costs.  From 2012 to 2014, our 23 

O&M expenditures increased an average of 4.6 percent over this two-year 24 

period. 25 
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15 

Exhibit___(KAB-1), Schedule 3 provides a detailed breakdown of O&M costs 16 

by general ledger account. 17 

18 

Q. WHAT WERE THE DRIVERS BEHIND THIS 4.6 PERCENT INCREASE IN O&M19 

COSTS BETWEEN 2012 AND 2014? 20 

A. This incremental O&M growth between 2012 and 2014 was primarily driven 21 

by: 22 

 Pole Replacements: We replaced an increasing number of poles23 

between 2012 and 2014.  The number of poles replaced annually as a24 

result of our proactive replacement program increased by over 1,00025 

poles between 2012 and 2014.  Our increased O&M costs were due to26 

the contract labor costs for performing these replacements.27 

Table 11 
Distribution O&M Historic Comparison by Cost Category 

(Dollars in Millions) 

NSPM Electric 
2012 

Budget 
2012 

Actual 
2013 

Budget 
2013 

Actual 
2014 

Budget 
2014 

Actual 
2015 

Forecast 
2016 

Budget 

 Internal Labor $44.2 $45.3 $45.9 $46.7 $48.7 $48.1 $50.1 $51.4 

 Contract Labor 38.1 $38.2 $39.8 $46.5 $42.6 $44.3 $42.6 $46.2 

 Fleet $8.1 $8.7 $8.7 $8.9 $9.1 $8.4 $8.3 $9.2 

 Materials $6.7 $7.1 $7.8 $8.2 $8.4 $9.0 $8.1 $8.4 

 Other $0.1 ($1.3) $0.3 ($0.4) ($0.5) ($2.6) ($2.2) ($3.1) 

 Total $97.2 $98.0 $102.5 $109.9 $108.4 $107.2 $106.9 $112.1 
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 Damage Prevention Program: Due to increased activity in the1 

communities we serve, the number of requested electric locates grew2 

by approximately 40,000 or a 10.6 percent increase, from 2012 to3 

2014.  Our increased O&M costs were due to the contract labor costs4 

for performing these locates.5 

 Storm Restoration: Storm activity in 2012 was the lightest of the past6 

five years (2010 – 2014), and thus O&M storm restoration was $1.457 

million less in 2012 as compared to the most recent five-year average8 

spend.  This unusually low storm activity year was then followed by9 

2013, which was one of our highest years for storm activity, and thus10 

storm restoration expenses were higher in 2013 and 2014 as compared11 

to 2012.12 

13 

Q. WHAT HAS DISTRIBUTION’S ANNUAL O&M INCREASE AVERAGED SINCE 2011? 14 

A. A three-year trend analysis using 2011 as a starting point shows that our 15 

average annual O&M growth has averaged only 2.0 percent.  We believe that 16 

extending the comparison from 2011 through 2014 is a better representation 17 

of our Distribution O&M trending comparison, because in 2011 the current 18 

Distribution Operations structure came together as a single business unit.  19 

This change enabled the sharing of best practices across the various 20 

Distribution operating companies within Xcel Energy and facilitated an 21 

increase in operational efficiency efforts.  Additionally, expanding the number 22 

of years in determining a representative O&M growth trending helps 23 

normalize for one-time events and/or significant storm seasons that can skew 24 

the true average growth.  2011 represents a storm year that is more 25 

representative of the level of storm activity that we typically experience and 26 

thus very closely matches up with our most recent five-year average. 27 
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Q. WHAT STEPS DOES DISTRIBUTION TAKE TO MINIMIZE O&M COSTS? 1 

A. The Distribution business unit takes many steps to minimize the amount of 2 

growth in our annual O&M expenditures.  We are continuously looking for 3 

ways to leverage productivity gains and new technology to become more 4 

efficient.  One such productivity gain we have leveraged more recently is 5 

how we now resource our formal proactive pole-replacement program.  We 6 

have negotiated an agreement in partnership with CenturyLink and other 7 

utilities attached to our poles where we leverage one contractor to do all 8 

attached utilities’ transfer work on proactive pole replacements.  Now, 9 

instead of each utility sending its own resource to the site of the pole 10 

replacement to perform only their own transfer work, a single agreed-to 11 

contractor does all the work and bills each utility separately.  This has led to 12 

cost savings (both O&M and capital) in this particular program.  13 

14 

Q. WHAT IS THE COMPANY’S O&M BUDGET FOR THE 2016 TEST YEAR? 15 

A. The total Distribution O&M budget for the 2016 test year is $112.1 million.  16 

The basis for this budget is set forth in detail below, utilizing the same 17 

categories of O&M utilized in the last rate case.  18 

19 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BASIC CATEGORIES OF DISTRIBUTION’S O&M BUDGET? 20 

A. The $112.1 million Distribution O&M budget can be broken down into four 21 

categories comprising the vast majority of the test year O&M budget: (1) 22 

Internal Labor, (2) Contract Labor, (3) Fleet, and (4) Materials.  Over 87 23 

percent of the 2016 Distribution O&M budget is related to employee and 24 

contract labor.  The remaining 13 percent of the 2016 O&M budget is 25 

comprised of fleet, materials, and other costs such as employee expenses, 26 

O&M tool purchases, miscellaneous credits, and energy use costs.  Table 27 

12A shows the 2016 NSPM Distribution O&M budget by major cost 28 
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category.  Please note that the Other category in Table 12A is a net negative 1 

due to the fact that the miscellaneous “first set credits” more than offset the 2 

miscellaneous remaining expenditures types that roll-up to the Other 3 

category.  “First set credits” are O&M labor, transportation, and 4 

miscellaneous material credits associated with the installation of meters and 5 

line transformers.  Because of the way meters and transformers are 6 

accounted for (fully installed costs are capitalized upon purchase instead of 7 

installation), the actual labor, transportation and miscellaneous materials 8 

used to install this equipment is expensed to O&M to avoid accounting for 9 

these expenses twice.  An equal and opposite credit is then applied upon 10 

purchase to offset these actual installation costs that are expensed to O&M. 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Table 12A 
Distribution 2016 O&M Budget by Cost Category 

NSPM Electric 

Cost Category 
2016 Budget 
($Million) 

Percent of 
Total 

Budget 

 Internal Labor $51.4 45.9% 

 Contract Labor $46.2 41.2% 

 Fleet $9.2 8.2% 

 Materials $8.4 7.5% 

 Other ($3.1) (2.8%) 

 Total $112.1 100% 
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Q. WHY DOES THE COMPANY USE CONTRACT LABOR FOR APPROXIMATELY HALF14 

OF ITS O&M LABOR NEEDS? 15 

A. Of the approximately $46 million in the NSPM Distribution O&M contract 16 

labor budgeted in 2016, over 80 percent comes from two functions: 17 

Vegetation Management and Damage Prevention.  I will describe these 18 

functions in detail later in my testimony. 19 

20 

Q. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF CONTRACTING OUT THESE SERVICES? 21 

A. Due to the specialized nature of these tasks (e.g., tree trimming, pole 22 

inspections, underground facility locating) and the seasonal nature of the 23 

workload, the Company has determined that the use of contract labor is 24 

more cost effective and efficient than utilizing employees.  With contractor 25 

labor, the Company is able to competitively bid out these services to obtain 26 

well-trained and established work forces specializing in these areas.  In 27 

addition, by contracting these services, the Company has the flexibility to 28 

easily ramp up and ramp down the number of contractors that it needs to 29 

Table 12B 
Distribution 2016 O&M Budget by Cost Category 

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction 

Cost Category 
2016 Budget 
($ Millions) 

Percent of 
Total 

Budget 

 Internal Labor $44.5 45.8% 

 Contract Labor $40.8 42.0% 

 Fleet $7.7 8.0% 

 Materials $7.0 7.2% 

 Other ($2.9) (3.0%) 

 Total $97.1 100.0% 
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respond to different volumes of workloads.  This flexibility is important 1 

given the seasonal nature of this work.  If the Company were to hire 2 

employees for these positions, we would have to find a way to deploy this 3 

workforce to other areas during the winter months when these tasks are not 4 

performed at the same volume as in the summer and/or as overall annual 5 

work volumes change due to the economy or other factors. 6 

7 

Q. HAS THE COMPANY PERFORMED ANY ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT THIS STRATEGY? 8 

A. Yes.  To ensure that our use of contractors was the right approach for 9 

Damage Prevention, we performed an analysis of our cost-per-locate 10 

between our contract resource and “in-house” resource utilizing cost data 11 

from January through November 2012.  The results of this study showed 12 

that for NSPM, our average cost-per-locate for internal employees was 13 

higher than the average cost-per-locate for our contractors. 14 

15 

B. O&M Functions 16 

Q. WHAT TYPES OF O&M FUNCTIONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE DISTRIBUTION17 

O&M BUDGET? 18 

A. There are five primary functions included in the O&M budget.  These five 19 

functional areas are: 20 

21 

Core Poles and Wires:  This activity includes two key areas: 22 

 Development of New Assets. This relates to non-capital costs associated23 

with new distribution capital assets.24 

 Operation and Maintenance of Existing Assets.  This category covers the25 

bulk of the day-to-day operations and maintenance surrounding the26 

Distribution assets.  This includes activities associated with the27 

performance of core electric distribution work, including equipment28 
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maintenance, underground cable fault repair, storm repair, and 1 

inspections. 2 

3 

Pole Programs:  This category includes the programmatic replacement of 4 

poles identified to be in need of replacement from our formal pole 5 

inspection program plus the transferring of our electric distribution facilities 6 

on foreign owned poles (e.g., CenturyLink Poles) when those poles are 7 

replaced by the foreign utility.  While the activity itself is very much part of 8 

our Core Poles & Wire category defined above, we have now broken this out 9 

separately due to a significant rise in the volume of this type of work since 10 

the previously approved test year.  We also include in this category 11 

incremental activities associated with pole attachments such as Cellular 12 

Antenna Projects as requested by cellular companies. 13 

14 

Distributed Generation:  The additional O&M expenditures are to cover the 15 

cost for our distribution engineering area to study the feasibility (technical 16 

and operational) of distributed generation connection requests at various 17 

points of our distribution system.  In particular, we have experienced an 18 

increase in community solar garden type distributed generation driven by 19 

recent legislation. 20 

21 

Vegetation Management:  This activity includes the work required to ensure 22 

that proper line clearances are maintained, maintain distribution pole right-23 

of-way, and address vegetation-caused outages.  This category also includes 24 

the pole inspection program. 25 
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Damage Prevention: This category includes costs associated with the 1 

location of underground electric facilities and performing other damage 2 

prevention activities. 3 

4 

While these are the main areas for O&M costs within Distribution, other 5 

budgeted functions include items such as engineering, supervision, metering, 6 

outdoor lighting, and administrative and general expenses.  These other 7 

functions are relatively small compared to the larger categories discussed 8 

above and their expenditures are included in the Core Poles and Wires 9 

function. 10 

11 

Q. HOW DOES THE 2016 O&M BUDGET COMPARE WITH 2014 ACTUAL O&M12 

COSTS?  13 

A. As shown in Table 13 below, from 2014 actuals to 2016 budget, we have a 14 

4.6 percent increase due to incremental O&M in support of higher volumes 15 

of work in our Pole Programs (pole replacements and Cellular Antenna 16 

Attachments), and distributed generation interconnection requests, increases 17 

in vegetation management, and continued growth in the number of electric 18 

locates we are forecasting to have to perform in 2016 as compared to 2014. 19 

20 

Q. HOW DOES THE 2016 BUDGET COMPARE WITH THE 2015 FORECAST?  21 

A. The 2016 budget is 4.9 percent higher than the 2015 forecast.  This increase 22 

is primarily due to increased levels of vegetation management.  This increase 23 

in vegetation management expenses makes up 4.1 percent of the total 4.9 24 

percent increase. The Company has established a five-year routine 25 

maintenance cycle for its distribution facilities which means that vegetation 26 

around our distribution facilities will be maintained every five years.  The 27 
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Company has maintained a minimum of 95 percent of its line miles on-cycle 1 

within the Minnesota jurisdiction over the five-year span. 2 

3 

In 2015, we reduced spending on vegetation management due to 4 

management initiatives and budget pressures related to increased pole 5 

replacements and cellular antenna attachment requests in that year.  Starting 6 

in 2016, we intend to increase funds to vegetation management to make up 7 

the line miles that could not be completed in 2015 due to the management 8 

initiatives and budget constraints as well as completing the line miles 9 

originally planned for 2016.  This will ensure that we maintain 95 percent or 10 

better on-cycle performance in 2016 and beyond.  It is worth mentioning 11 

that even with the incremental vegetation management budgeted in 2016 to 12 

help recover from the 2015 reductions, our total 2016 vegetation 13 

management budget still represents only a three percent increase over 2013 14 

actuals. 15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

 28 

Table 13 
Distribution O&M Comparison by Function 

(Dollars in Millions) 

NSPM Electric 

Function 
2012 

Budget 
2012 

Actual 
2013 

Budget 
2013 

Actual 
2014 

Budget 
2014 

Actual 
2015 

Forecast 
2016 

Budget 

 Core Poles and Wire $59.2 $61.7 $63.5 $69.8 $65.7 $66.1 $65.6 $67.0 

 Pole Programs $2.1 $1.2 $1.8 $2.3 $2.7 $2.8 $3.9 $3.9 

 Distributed Generation $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $1.3 $0.7 

 Vegetation Management $29.7 $28.9 $30.2 $31.4 $32.7 $31.7 $28.2 $32.6 

 Damage Prevention $6.2 $6.2 $6.9 $6.4 $7.3 $6.6 $7.9 $7.9 

 Total $97.2 $98.0 $102.4 $109.9 $108.4 $107.2 $106.9 $112.1 
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Q. WHAT ARE THE MAJOR COST DRIVERS OF THE 2016 DISTRIBUTION O&M1 

EXPENSES? 2 

A. Distribution evaluates “base expenses” versus “incremental spend.”  For 3 

purposes of this testimony, “base expenses” are items within our overall 4 

budget where activity volumes are expected to stay fairly consistent as 5 

compared to recent past years (based on historical and/or planned workload 6 

activities).  “Incremental spend” are those items in our budget where the 7 

2016 test year includes additional spend (non-base) to cover an increased 8 

volume of work.  The specific programs impacted by a change in work levels 9 

are Pole Programs (including Cellular Antenna Projects), Distributed 10 

Generation, Vegetation Management, and Damage Prevention.  The amount 11 

of incremental work for these programs (driven by work volume increases) is 12 

shown in Table 14.  I will describe these incremental programs and their 13 

associated cost drivers in the next section of my testimony. 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Table 14 
Distribution 2016 O&M Incremental Expenses 

(Dollars in Millions) 

NSPM Electric 

Programs Amounts 

 2016 Base O&M Budget $108.0 

 Incremental Pole Programs $1.6 

 Incremental Distributed Generation $0.7 

 Incremental Vegetation Management $1.2 

 Incremental Damage Prevention $0.6 

 2016 Total O&M Budget $112.1 
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Q. HOW DO THE BASE EXPENSES TREND FROM 2014 ACTUALS TO 2016 BUDGET? 1 

A. As shown in Table 15, the 2016 O&M budget reflects a 0.7 percent increase 2 

in our “base expenses” compared to 2014 actuals.  We were able to minimize 3 

increases to our base O&M costs through efficiency improvement efforts 4 

such as the “joint contractor” agreement for proactive pole replacements 5 

mentioned earlier. 6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

C. O&M Budget Detail 15 

1. Core Poles and Wires16 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE CORE POLES AND WIRES CATEGORY? 17 

A. This category covers the majority of day-to-day maintenance of our 18 

distribution facilities, including “base” volume pole replacements and 19 

repairs, underground cable fault replacements and repairs, severe weather 20 

repair, and inspections.  This category also includes O&M costs associated 21 

with the Cellular Antenna Attachment program, and distributed generation 22 

interconnections. 23 

24 

Q. WHAT ARE THE MAIN COST DRIVERS IN THE CORE POLES AND WIRES25 

FUNCTION WHEN COMPARING 2016 BUDGET TO 2014 ACTUALS?  26 

A. The main cost drivers for the Core Poles and Wires category largely relate to 27 

costs associated with our “Pole Program,” which includes increasing Cellular 28 

Table 15 
2013-2016 NSPM Electric Base O&M Actuals and Budget 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Function 2013 Actuals 2014 Actuals 
2015 

Forecast 
2016 Budget 

2016 Budget 
vs.  

2014 Actuals 

Base $109.9 $107.2 $106.9 $108.0 $0.8 
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Antenna requests from cellular companies and incremental distributed 1 

generation requests. 2 

3 

Q. HOW DOES SEVERE WEATHER IMPACT O&M EXPENSES UNDER CORE POLES4 

AND WIRES? 5 

A. Our annual O&M expenses are influenced by the magnitude and frequency 6 

of significant storm restoration activities that occur throughout our service 7 

territory.  The unpredictable nature of severe weather makes budgeting 8 

challenging as there is no such thing as a typical year for severe weather.  9 

Table 16 below highlights the variability of O&M spending over and above 10 

base labor and transportation (i.e., overtime, materials, contractors) for 11 

storm restoration events from 2010 to 2014. 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

As shown in Table 16, in 2013, we experienced a significant increase in 21 

O&M expenses related to storm restoration due to a series of severe storms 22 

that hit the Twin Cities in June 2013. 23 

24 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE POLE PROGRAM. 25 

A. As described previously, the Pole Program category includes the 26 

programmatic replacement of poles identified to be in need of replacement 27 

from our pole inspection program plus the transferring of our electric 28 

Table 16 
2010-2014 Annual O&M Storm Restoration Expenses 

(Dollars in Millions) 

2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Actual 2013 Actual 2014 Actual 

NSPM 
MN 
Jur 

NSPM 
MN 
Jur 

NSPM 
MN 
Jur 

NSPM 
MN 
Jur 

NSPM 
MN 
Jur 

$2.86 $2.84 $3.89 $2.47 $2.21 $2.21 $6.35 $6.00 $3.01 $2.80 
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distribution facilities that are located on another utilities’ owned poles (e.g. 1 

CenturyLink Poles) when those poles are replaced by the other utility.  The 2 

volumes of required pole replacements we are forecasting to take on in 2016 3 

and beyond is expected to increase as we have experienced an increased 4 

percentage of poles referred for replacement from our formal testing 5 

program. 6 

7 

We also include in this category incremental activities associated with pole 8 

attachments such as Cellular Antenna Attachment as requested by cellular 9 

companies.  Cellular companies such as Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and 10 

Sprint request us to attach their equipment to our transmission and 11 

distribution facilities (poles and towers).  We pay for a qualified electric 12 

contractor to perform these attachments.  T-Mobile and Sprint have a 13 

significant equipment replacement effort occurring in the Twin Cities metro 14 

area during 2015 and 2016 that is driving up the number of requests and 15 

associated O&M expenditures for this work.  Such requests are reimbursable 16 

but are taken back into the Company as revenue and therefore do not get 17 

credited back to the business unit O&M budgets. 18 

19 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE “DISTRIBUTED GENERATION” COLUMN IN TABLE 13. 20 

A. These additional O&M expenditures are to cover the cost for our 21 

distribution engineering area to study the feasibility (technical and 22 

operational) of distributed generation connection requests at various points 23 

of our distribution system.  Distributed Generation is included in the Core 24 

Poles and Wires category since many of these requests ultimately lead to 25 

interconnections on our electric distribution system.   26 
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Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY BUDGET FOR CORE POLES AND WIRES? 1 

A. We utilize the same budgeting process that we described for our overall 2 

budgeting process previously in my testimony. 3 

4 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS EFFORTS TO MINIMIZE CORE POLE AND WIRES COSTS.  5 

A. Efforts to minimize our expenditures in the Core Poles and Wire category 6 

include use of “joint-contractors” for proactive pole replacement activity and 7 

leveraging of more unit pricing for our core electric activities that are 8 

contracted out.  Starting in 2013, Distribution started awarding more of its 9 

contract workload via newly established unit price contracts versus our 10 

traditional “Time & Equipment Rate” contracts.  This use of unit pricing 11 

helps incent our contractors to become more efficient given that they are 12 

only paid based on a fixed price per activity completed versus the actual 13 

amount of time they spent on activities. 14 

15 

2. Vegetation Management16 

Q. WHAT IS VEGETATION MANAGEMENT? 17 

A. Vegetation Management is generally activity associated with the pruning, 18 

removal, mowing, and application of herbicide to trees and tall-growing 19 

brush on and adjacent to Xcel Energy’s rights-of-way to limit preventable 20 

vegetation-related interruptions.  The Company has established a five-year 21 

routine maintenance cycle for its distribution facilities, generally meaning 22 

that vegetation around our electric facilities will be maintained every five 23 

years.  As suggested in the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission’s Order 24 

issued April 7, 2006 in Docket No. E002/M-05-551, the Company has 25 

successfully maintained a minimum of 95 percent of its miles on-cycle within 26 

the Minnesota jurisdiction over the five-year span for Vegetation 27 

Management. 28 
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Q. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR THE COMPANY TO HAVE AN EFFECTIVE1 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM? 2 

A. An effective Vegetation Management program is essential to providing 3 

reliable service to our customers.  Tree-related incidents are among the top 4 

two causes for electrical outages on our NSPM distribution system.  Being as 5 

close as practicable to 100 percent on a five-year cycle will better ensure that 6 

preventable tree-related interruptions are minimized, public and employee 7 

safety is addressed, and various regulatory compliance requirements are met. 8 

9 

Q. WHAT CHANGES IN VEGETATION MANAGEMENT DO YOU ANTICIPATE FOR10 

THE TEST YEAR? 11 

A. The NSPM Vegetation Management budget for 2016 is approximately $1 12 

million, or 2.8 percent, more than the 2014 actuals.  This increase over 2014 13 

actuals is primarily a function of the line-miles coming due in 2016 to 14 

maintain the five-year cycle status versus 2014 plus the reinstatement of $1.2 15 

million in additional vegetation management line-miles reduced from the 16 

2015 scope of work. 17 

18 

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY BUDGET FOR VEGETATION MANAGEMENT? 19 

A. The Company budgets for Vegetation Management annually based primarily 20 

on the number of line-miles of transmission and distribution circuits needing 21 

to be maintained on an annual basis in order to maintain 95 percent or better 22 

on-cycle performance with our overall Vegetation Management Program.  23 

To maintain this on-cycle performance, varying miles of circuits come due 24 

each year that were last maintained five years previous and need to be 25 

maintained again.  Annual budgets are prepared based on the line-miles 26 

coming due in the given year, the degree of difficulty (degree of forestation) 27 
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associated with those circuits, and the forecasted contract rates in effort for 1 

the given budget year. 2 

3 

Q. WHAT ARE THE MAIN COST DRIVERS FOR THE VEGETATION MANAGEMENT4 

CATEGORY? 5 

A. The main cost drivers in this category are the number of line-miles due in a 6 

given year to maintain on-cycle performance, degree of difficulty 7 

(forestation) associated with scope of annual circuits due, and finally, the 8 

contract labor rates of our primary contractors. 9 

10 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS EFFORTS TO MINIMIZE VEGETATION MANAGEMENT COSTS. 11 

A. The Company has taken several steps to minimize cost increases for 12 

Vegetation Management including: 13 

 Bundling the entire volume of work across all operating companies to14 

increase leverage when negotiating pricing with contractors;15 

 Controlling costs better than industry average through open-book,16 

transparent pricing methods;17 

 Using formal contractor evaluation systems (competitive18 

environment) to evaluate contractors against each other based on a set19 

of known and measureable performance measures including cost and20 

quality;21 

 Performing quality assurance programs such as work completion and22 

contractor crew evaluations; and23 

 Implementing new technologies such as a new scheduling software24 

package implemented by our Vegetation Management group to better25 

optimize our Vegetation Management scheduling.  This software26 

package provides for analysis that helps us determine which areas of27 

our system should be prioritized for line maintenance ahead of other28 
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areas and thus helps us take a more optimized approach to our 1 

scheduling efforts. 2 

3 

3. Damage Prevention4 

Q. WHAT IS THE DAMAGE PREVENTION PROGRAM? 5 

A. The Damage Prevention program helps excavators and customers locate 6 

underground electric infrastructure to avoid accidental damage and safety 7 

incidents.  As mentioned earlier in my testimony, we rely heavily on 8 

contractors for our Damage Prevention program. 9 

10 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE INCREASE FROM 2014 ACTUALS TO THE 2016 BUDGET11 

FOR DAMAGE PREVENTION. 12 

A. The $112.1 million O&M budget includes a $1.3 million increase in Damage 13 

Prevention costs compared to 2014 actuals.  This increase is attributable to 14 

an increase in the volume of electric facility underground locate requests due 15 

to the economic recovery and increase industry construction activities 16 

occurring since 2012.  As shown in Table 17 below, between 2012 and 2014, 17 

we saw an increase of nearly 40,000 locates.  We expect this increase in 18 

locates to continue into 2016. 19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Table 17 
2012-2016 Electric Locates 

NSPM Electric 

No. of 
Electric 
Locates 

2012 
Actuals 

2013 
Actuals 

2014 
Actuals 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Budget 

2016 Budget 
vs.  

2014 Actuals 

373,954 394,428 413,469 435,160 457,683 +44,214 
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Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY BUDGET FOR DAMAGE PREVENTION?  1 

A. The budget for Damage Prevention is based on several factors, including our 2 

most recent historical annual locate request volume trends, regional 3 

economic growth factors including new housing starts, and the contract 4 

pricing of our Damage Prevention service providers estimated to be in effect 5 

for the given budget year. 6 

7 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS EFFORTS TO MINIMIZE INCREASES IN DAMAGE PREVENTION8 

COSTS.  9 

A. We have changed how we manage our internal resources recently and were 10 

able to improve our productivity so far in 2015 by 23 percent over 2014, 11 

resulting an estimated $600,000 worth of savings for both our gas and 12 

electric customers throughout NSPM.  Specifically, we have eliminated some 13 

tasks, rearranged locator territories, and partnered with our workforce to 14 

identify certain work practices that could be changed to make sure we are 15 

working as efficiently as possible.  We have incorporated these savings into 16 

our going-forward budgets. 17 

18 

D. Multi-Year Rate Plan O&M Costs 19 

Q. WHAT DISTRIBUTION O&M EXPENSE LEVELS DOES THE COMPANY REQUEST20 

RECOVERY OF FOR THE 2017 AND 2018 PLAN YEARS? 21 

A. Distribution’s forecasted 2017 and 2018 increases in O&M expenses are set 22 

forth in the “budget walk forwards” in Volume 6 of the Company’s initial 23 

rate case filing.  Company witness Mr. Aakash H. Chandarana explains the 24 

basis of the Company’s overall approach to its O&M expenses requests for 25 

the 2017 and 2018 Plan Years, and Company witnesses Mr. Charles R. 26 

Burdick and Mr. John Mothersole explain the basis for the Company’s 27 

selection of the particular factors used in our rate requests for these years. 28 
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Q. WHILE THE COMPANY PROPOSES USING THESE FACTORS, ARE THERE1 

SPECIFIC DRIVERS THAT YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED IN THE DISTRIBUTION AREA2 

THAT WILL IMPACT THE EXPENSE LEVELS IN 2017 AND 2018? 3 

A. Yes.  As shown in our 2017 and 2018 supporting information, provided in 4 

Volume 6 of our Initial Filing, Distribution will see the need for changes in 5 

its O&M expenses for 2017 in the following areas: 6 

 An increase of $5.2 million due to additional restoration of vegetation7 

management funding;8 

 An increase of $1.2 million due to internal labor costs;9 

 A decrease of $0.3 million due to anticipated drop off in distributed10 

generation requests from 2016; and11 

 A decrease of $0.5 million due to miscellaneous other reductions and12 

efficiency improvements.13 

14 

And for Plan Year 2018 we anticipate a decrease in O&M the following area: 15 

 A decrease of $4.1 million due to decrease in vegetation management16 

funding.17 

18 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF VEGETATION MANAGEMENT19 

FUNDING ON DISTRIBUTION’S 2017 O&M EXPENSES. 20 

A. An additional $5.2 million in Vegetation Management expenditures is 21 

budgeted for in 2017.  This represents the second year of a two-year 22 

restoration of Vegetation Management funding which was reduced in 2015.  23 

Specifically, $1.2 million of restored funding in 2016 followed by $5.2 million 24 

of restored funding in 2017.  This incremental funding is necessary to ensure 25 

we maintain 95 percent or better on-cycle performance for our Distribution 26 

line clearance program. 27 
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Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF INTERNAL LABOR FUNDING1 

ON DISTRIBUTION’S 2017 O&M EXPENSES. 2 

A. An additional $1.5 million in internal labor expenditures is included in the 3 

2017 budget, which represents a 3.0 percent increase over the 2016 budget 4 

amount.  5 

6 

Q. GIVEN THE IDENTIFICATION OF THESE DRIVERS, WHY DO YOU BELIEVE IT IS7 

APPROPRIATE TO UTILIZE AN INDEX FOR 2017 AND 2018 O&M COSTS?  8 

A. Mr. Chandarana and Mr. Burdick discuss this in more detail.  However, as I 9 

have discussed, Distribution has worked to keep our O&M costs within a 10 

reasonable range of year-over-year average increases. Such efforts are 11 

consistent with application of an index to Company O&M to set future 12 

rates.  Further, while the O&M costs of Distribution may vary somewhat 13 

based on actual experience as we move forward, we understand that we are 14 

operating within a broader Company budget where overall cost increases are 15 

managed across Business Areas.  As a result, application of an index for 16 

ratemaking is also consistent with how the Business Areas and the Company 17 

manage to reasonable O&M budgets. 18 

19 

V.  MINIMUM SYSTEM STUDY 20 

AND ZERO INTERCEPT ANALYSIS 21 

22 

A. Overview 23 

Q. HOW IS THE DISTRIBUTION ORGANIZATION INVOLVED WITH THE MINIMUM24 

SYSTEM STUDY AND ZERO INTERCEPT ANALYSIS? 25 

A. As explained by Company witness Mr. Michael A. Peppin, the Company has 26 

completed both a Minimum System Study and a Zero Intercept Analysis 27 

consistent with the Commission’s Order Point No. 39 from the last rate 28 
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case.  With regard to the Minimum System Study, Mr. Peppin explains there 1 

are four steps associated with performing a minimum system study.  The 2 

Distribution Operations organization is primarily involved in the first step of 3 

the analysis, namely establishing the minimum-size conductor, cable, 4 

transformer, and secondary service equipment that is currently being 5 

installed on the distribution system.  This work is performed by the 6 

Distribution Engineering organization within Distribution Operations. 7 

8 

With regard to the Zero Intercept Analysis, Distribution Operations is 9 

involved with establishing the load carrying capacity of each conductor, 10 

cable, transformer, and secondary service equipment studied.  Distribution 11 

Operations is also involved with the interpretation of the cost data available 12 

for each specific conductor, cable, transformer and secondary service 13 

equipment to ensure the accuracy of the study results.  This work is 14 

performed by the Distribution Engineering organization within Distribution 15 

Operations. 16 

17 

B. Minimum System Study 18 

Q. GENERALLY, HOW DOES THE ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION DETERMINE19 

THE MINIMUM CONDUCTOR, CABLE, TRANSFORMER, AND SECONDARY20 

SERVICE EQUIPMENT BEING INSTALLED ON THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM? 21 

A. The minimum-size conductor, cable, transformer, and secondary service 22 

equipment used in the Minimum System Study were selected by the 23 

Engineering Organization according to its field experience and its evaluation 24 

of the smallest practical-sized equipment inventories held in the Company’s 25 

inventory.  The “smallest practical-sized equipment” presently utilized on the 26 

Company’s distribution system in Minnesota has been developed and refined 27 

over a number of decades as our industry has matured and progressed. 28 
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Although the equipment analyzed as part of the zero intercept component of 1 

the study indicates minimum-size equipment that differs from the minimum-2 

size equipment indicated in Table 18, this does not necessarily represent 3 

what is presently utilized on the Company’s distribution system in 4 

Minnesota.  The equipment analyzed for the zero intercept component of 5 

the study represents the equipment that currently exists on the Company’s 6 

distribution system in Minnesota, although much of the equipment has not 7 

been installed in several decades.  As was described above, the smallest sized 8 

equipment presently utilized on the Company’s distribution system in 9 

Minnesota has been continually developed and refined as the system has 10 

matured and progressed. 11 

12 

Q. WHAT IS THE MINIMUM-SIZE EQUIPMENT UTILIZED IN THE MINIMUM13 

SYSTEM STUDY?  14 

A. The Minimum System Study presented by Mr. Peppin utilizes the same 15 

minimum-size equipment assumptions as were presented in our last rate 16 

case.  The only difference is that the new Minimum System Study does not 17 

include a minimum-size pole assumption.   18 

19 

For the most recent study, we combined the pole and overhead conductor 20 

assumptions because these two components are inextricably linked in 21 

installations and are combined on our work orders.  The installed costs of 22 

the poles are, by nature, included in the installed costs for the overhead 23 

conductors, as one would not be installed without the other.  Furthermore, 24 

the size of the pole installed does not necessarily vary with respect to the 25 

load-carrying capacity of the conductor.  Rather, the size of the pole is 26 

determined by the specific minimum height for clearances, and the strength 27 

needed for adequate resiliency to accommodate the weather conditions in 28 
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the particular geographic area of the installation.  As a matter of course, we 1 

install the minimum-sized pole that we can for each project based on the 2 

clearance and resiliency requirements for that particular geographic area.  3 

4 

Table 18 below provides a summary of the minimum-size equipment utilized 5 

in the Minimum System Study. 6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Q. ARE THESE REASONABLE ASSUMPTIONS FOR USE IN THIS CASE? 22 

A. Yes.  While there are some differences between the minimum-size 23 

equipment currently being installed on the Company’s system and the 24 

assumptions from Table 18 above, overall, the Table 18 assumptions 25 

reasonably approximate the minimum-size equipment being installed today, 26 

or in some cases such as transformers, slightly underestimate the minimum-27 

size equipment. 28 

Table 18 
Minimum-Size Equipment from Minimum System Study 

Description 
Minimum-Size 

Equipment 
FERC 

Account 

OH Conductors – Primary 
OH Conductors – Secondary 

#2 ACSR Bare 
1/0 Lashed Aerial Cable 

365 

UG Cables – Primary 
UG Cables - Secondary 

#1/0 ALUM Stranded 
#1/0 – 2 – 1/0 600 V 366/367 

OH Transformers 
PAD Transformers 

10 kVA 
10 kVA 368 

OH Secondary Service 
UG Secondary Service 

Average Length of Service 
OH Secondary 
UG Secondary 

#2 Triplex 
#1/0 – 2 – 1/0 600 V 

50 feet 
50 feet 

369 

1 In the analysis to determine installed costs, the cost of the pole was assumed to be included in 
  the cost of the conductor.  Therefore, the pole costs were not individually tracked. 
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Q. WHAT FACTORS COULD DRIVE CHANGES TO THE MINIMUM-SIZE EQUIPMENT? 1 

A. Our Engineering Organization monitors equipment performance, changes in 2 

the industry, and customer requirements.  Each of these factors may result in 3 

changes to minimum-size equipment.  In addition, as we pursue additional 4 

grid modernization improvements or employ new technologies to improve 5 

reliability within the distribution system, equipment standard changes may 6 

occur. 7 

8 

1. Conductors and Cables9 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE CRITERIA CONSIDERED BY THE ENGINEERING10 

ORGANIZATION IN ESTABLISHING THE MINIMUM-SIZE CONDUCTORS AND11 

CABLES. 12 

A. Minimum conductor sizing for the Company’s primary distribution systems 13 

(i.e., overhead and underground) have been generally sized to a 150-200 amp 14 

capacity for “tap-level” systems.  This amp rating for “tap-level” systems is 15 

generally driven by the maximum rating of other necessary system 16 

components available throughout the industry.  Conductor strength is also a 17 

consideration for overhead taps.  Tap level conductor minimum-size (and 18 

therefore its capacity) is further influenced by minimum strength required to:  19 

1) withstand weather events and 2) enable reasonable span lengths between20 

poles. 21 

22 

Q. IS THE CONDUCTOR AND CABLE IDENTIFIED IN TABLE 18 THE SMALLEST23 

CONDUCTOR AND CABLE USED FOR NEW AND/OR REPLACEMENT24 

APPLICATIONS ON THE COMPANY’S SYSTEM? 25 

A. Generally, yes. For overhead application, #2ACSR remains the minimum 26 

standard.  For three-phase underground primary applications, the minimum 27 

standard continues to be 1/0 Alum.  The conductors and cables listed in 28 
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Table 14 are the smallest practical equipment for three-phase primary 1 

applications, because they provide the minimum capacity rating required for 2 

our tap-level system design, which is in the range of 150 – 200 amps. 3 

However, for single-phased underground primary applications, we have 4 

introduced a new, smaller minimum-size cable.  We transitioned from 1/0 5 

Alum to #2 Alum.  Again, conductor and cable ratings within this range are 6 

consistent with the maximum ratings of other system components available 7 

within the electric utility industry.  8 

9 

Q. HOW DOES THE MATERIAL COST OF #2 ALUM CABLE COMPARE TO THE10 

MATERIAL COST OF THE CABLE LISTED IN TABLE 18? 11 

A. Generally, the material cost of #2 Alum cable is less than the cost of 1/0 12 

Alum cable. 13 

14 

2. Transformers15 

Q. HOW DID ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION ESTABLISH THE MINIMUM-SIZE16 

TRANSFORMERS? 17 

A. When determining minimum sizing requirements for many transformer 18 

applications, it is important to not only consider the ultimate continuous 19 

(steady-state) load expected, but also the impacts of intense, yet short-20 

duration loads such as motor-starts, which can cause unacceptable voltage 21 

sags.  Often times, we have found in residential applications that motor-start 22 

limitations will cause the need to size a transformer larger than what the 23 

steady-state peak load would otherwise require.  24 

25 

Q. ARE THE TRANSFORMERS IDENTIFIED IN TABLE 18 THE SMALLEST26 

TRANSFORMERS USED FOR NEW AND/OR REPLACEMENT APPLICATIONS ON27 

THE COMPANY’S SYSTEM? 28 
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A. The transformers identified in Table 18 are smaller than the minimum-size 1 

transformers that are presently designed into the Company’s distribution 2 

system.  The minimum-size transformers in Table 18 are 10 kVA for both 3 

overhead and padmounted.  The current minimum-size transformer 4 

designed into the Company’s distribution system is 15 kVA for single-phase 5 

overhead applications and 50 kVA for single-phase underground 6 

(padmounted) applications. 7 

8 

Q. WHY HAS THE COMPANY ADOPTED A LARGER TRANSFORMER INTO ITS9 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM? 10 

A. Even though the Company has purchased and installed smaller sized 11 

transformers over the years, we no longer purchase anything smaller than 15 12 

kVA for overhead and 50 kVA for underground.  We have found that the 13 

incremental costs for the larger units are offset by the savings due to reduced 14 

inventory.  This is primarily due to reduced carrying costs and warehousing 15 

requirements.  Additionally, savings can be found through not having to 16 

return to the location to upsize transformers as additional homes are built, or 17 

as existing customers install air conditioning or other typical improvements 18 

that increase electrical load.  19 

20 

Q. HOW DOES THE MATERIAL COST OF 15 KVA OVERHEAD AND 50 KVA21 

PADMOUNTED TRANSFORMERS COMPARE TO THE 10 KVA TRANSFORMERS22 

LISTED IN TABLE 18? 23 

A. Generally, the material costs of both transformers are greater than the cost 24 

of the 10 kVA transformers listed in Table 18. 25 
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3. Secondary Services1 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE CRITERIA CONSIDERED BY THE ENGINEERING2 

ORGANIZATION IN ESTABLISHING THE MINIMUM-SIZE SERVICES IN THE3 

MINIMUM SYSTEM STUDY. 4 

A. In general, we have found the minimum-size service conductor to be 5 

deployed on the Company’s distribution system is 200 amps.  This minimum 6 

capacity is based on such factors as steady-state loading for modern 7 

residential applications. 8 

9 

Q. ARE THE SERVICES IDENTIFIED IN TABLE 18 THE SMALLEST SERVICES USED10 

FOR NEW AND/OR REPLACEMENT APPLICATIONS ON THE COMPANY’S11 

SYSTEM? 12 

A. Yes.  The services listed in Table 18 are the smallest practical equipment, 13 

because most homebuilders have gone to a minimum 200 amp service 14 

entrance panel to accommodate the home’s initial and future needs.  I also 15 

note that experience has shown that this is the minimum-sized conductor 16 

necessary to reduce visible voltage flicker caused by motor starts in modern 17 

residential appliances and central air conditioning units to an acceptable 18 

level. 19 

20 

4. Load-Carrying Capability21 

Q. WHAT IS THE LOAD-CARRYING CAPABILITY ASSUMED IN THE MINIMUM22 

SYSTEM STUDY? 23 

A. The Minimum System Study assumes the minimum-size distribution 24 

equipment used in the Minimum System Study has load-carrying capability 25 

of 1.5 kW per customer. 26 
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Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE CRITERIA CONSIDERED BY THE ENGINEERING1 

ORGANIZATION IN ESTABLISHING THE PER-CUSTOMER LOAD-CARRYING2 

CAPABILITY IN THE MINIMUM SYSTEM STUDY. 3 

A. The load-carrying capability of 1.5 kW is based on the minimum load 4 

available from the minimum-size equipment used for the Minimum System 5 

Study. 6 

7 

Q. CAN YOU GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT TYPE OF RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES8 

AND/OR OTHER DEVICES WOULD OPERATE AT A LOAD OF 1.5 KW? 9 

A. Yes.  Based on typical wattages for modern residential appliances, operating 10 

the following items simultaneously would result in a load of 1.5 kW: 11 

 A microwave oven and a refrigerator / freezer;12 

 A toaster and a television; or13 

 A coffee maker and an AM/FM radio.14 

15 

Q. ARE THE ASSUMPTIONS IN THE MINIMUM SYSTEM STUDY REASONABLE? 16 

A. Yes.  The minimum-size equipment assumptions used in the Company’s 17 

Minimum System Study reasonably approximate the minimum-size 18 

equipment currently being installed on the Company’s system, or in some 19 

cases, such as transformers, slightly underestimate the minimum-size 20 

equipment. 21 

22 

C. Zero Intercept Analysis 23 

Q. HOW WERE THE SPECIFIC CONDUCTORS, CABLES, TRANSFORMERS AND24 

SECONDARY EQUIPMENT SELECTED TO BE STUDIED IN THE ZERO INTERCEPT25 

ANALYSIS? 26 

A. Unlike the Minimum System Study, the Zero Intercept Analysis is very data-27 

intensive. For this reason, the first step in the Zero Intercept Analysis 28 
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process was to acquire a set of data for all conductors, cables, transformers 1 

and secondary equipment that exists on the Company’s distribution system 2 

in Minnesota.  This was done by querying all of the data available on 3 

conductors, cables, transformers and secondary equipment in the Company’s 4 

Geographic Information System (GIS) database.  This data was then split 5 

into the following specific Property Units: Overhead (OH) Primary, 6 

Underground (UG) Primary, OH Secondary, UG Secondary, OH 7 

Transformers and UG Transformers. 8 

9 

These Property Units were then further divided into specific sizes and 10 

configurations (i.e. 1/0 AL 3ph under the UG Primary Property Unit).  The 11 

total length (feet) in the GIS was calculated for each specific configuration of 12 

conductors and cables, and the total amount of units in the GIS was 13 

calculated for each specific configuration of transformers.  Then, the total 14 

feet or count for each specific configuration was then divided by the total 15 

feet or count for its associated Property Unit to acquire the percent 16 

contribution of each specific configuration to the total feet or count of the 17 

entire Property Unit on the Company’s distribution system in Minnesota (i.e.  18 

1/0 AL 3ph represents 31 percent of all UG Primary feet installed on the 19 

Company’s distribution system in Minnesota). 20 

21 

The configurations with the highest percent contributions towards the 22 

overall feet or unit count of each Property Unit were then selected such that 23 

at least 90 percent of the total feet or unit count of the Property Unit was 24 

covered by the analysis. 25 

26 

Q. HOW DID YOU DETERMINE THE INSTALLED UNIT COSTS FOR EACH SPECIFIC27 

CONFIGURATION? 28 
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A. To acquire the data needed to determine the installed unit costs, the GIS was 1 

queried for all Work Orders added to the database from 2010-2015.  When 2 

new equipment such as a cable or a transformer is added to the GIS, or 3 

when existing equipment is changed, the equipment is associated with a 4 

Work Order number.  The Work Order number is an identification number 5 

for the specific job that was done to install the equipment.  Therefore, when 6 

the Work Orders were queried from the GIS, all of the specific equipment 7 

installed in those Work Orders was acquired.  This provided a large dataset 8 

of specific jobs that have been done in the past five years, as well as what 9 

was installed in those jobs. 10 

11 

Then, to determine the costs associated with each Work Order, the Work 12 

Orders pulled from GIS were queried in the Company’s financial 13 

management system.  This query was able to pull the total cost for each 14 

Work Order, and the breakdown of how much was charged to each cost 15 

area (regular labor, overtime labor, equipment, stocked materials, etc).  This 16 

then gave a breakdown of historic jobs, what was installed in those jobs, and 17 

how much the jobs cost. 18 

19 

Q. WHAT WAS DONE TO REFINE THE DATA USED FOR THE ZERO INTERCEPT20 

ANALYSIS? 21 

A. Using the Work Order and cost data, the Work Orders were then filtered 22 

down to those in which only one Property Unit and one specific 23 

configuration was installed (i.e., a Work Order that only installs 350 feet of 24 

1/0 AL 3ph would be used for the study, but a Work Order that installs 25 

both 350 feet of 1/0 AL 3ph and 200 feet of 750 AL 3ph would be filtered 26 

out).  This was done to ensure accuracy in calculating the installed unit cost 27 

for a single specific configuration because we could not parse out the costs 28 
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for the two different configurations from the entire cost of a Work Order.  1 

Although there could have been ways to approximate installed unit costs 2 

based on Work Orders that installed multiple different specific 3 

configurations, these approximations would have yielded a less accurate 4 

result.   5 

6 

The remaining 8,363 Work Orders were then grouped by the specific 7 

configuration that was installed (i.e., a list of all Work Orders in which just 8 

1/0 AL 3ph was installed).  This Work Order data was then further refined 9 

to eliminate any Work Orders that contained erroneous data (i.e., if no 10 

material costs or no labor costs were shown, or if the overtime labor costs 11 

were greater than the regular labor costs, etc.). 12 

13 

Overall, this process of narrowing down the Work Order dataset eliminated 14 

thousands of Work Orders.  The identification of the Work Orders that 15 

contained erroneous data took considerable time and resources, as each 16 

Work Order needed to be analyzed on an individual basis.  The ultimate 17 

dataset used for the analysis was determined to be an adequate 18 

representation of installation costs, containing natural variances in job costs. 19 

20 

Q. HOW WAS THE INSTALLED UNIT COST CALCULATED FROM THE DATA THAT21 

WAS ANALYZED? 22 

A. To calculate the installed unit cost for a specific configuration of a Property 23 

Unit, the total cost of all Work Orders associated with that specific 24 

configuration was divided by the total feet or units installed. For specific 25 

configurations that did not have any reliable Work Order data available, 26 

estimations were made using the information from other configurations that 27 

did have reliable data available. 28 
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Installed unit costs were also acquired for Primary Step-down Transformers.  1 

The installed unit costs for Primary Step-down Transformers were used for 2 

neither the zero intercept, nor the minimum system components of the 3 

study, but were needed to determine the overall plant investment of 4 

transformers on the distribution system.  Insufficient Work Order data was 5 

available to identify unit costs for each step-down transformer in the same 6 

way as had been done for other Property Units.  Instead, material costs were 7 

gathered for each step-down transformer, and the average ratio of material 8 

cost to installed unit cost for the corresponding installation type (i.e. 1ph 9 

OH, 3ph OH, 1ph UG, 3ph UG) of distribution service transformers were 10 

used to estimate the installed unit cost of each step-down transformer.  For 11 

example, the installed unit cost for a 1ph OH step-down transformer was 12 

calculated as its material cost multiplied by the average ratio of installed unit 13 

cost to material cost for 1ph OH service transformers.  This was done 14 

because the scope and cost of labor for these installations are similar, and a 15 

significantly greater availability of Work Order data was available for 16 

distribution service transformers.  17 

18 

Q. HOW DID YOU DETERMINE THE LOAD-CARRYING CAPABILITY FOR EACH19 

COMPONENT STUDIED? 20 

A. With regard to the Zero Intercept Analysis, the load-carrying capability is 21 

determined as the unique load-carrying capacity identified for each 22 

conductor, cable, transformer, and secondary equipment studied.  For 23 

transformers, this is measured in kVA.  For conductors, cables, and 24 

secondary service equipment this is measured in Amps.  For three-phase 25 

conductors and cables, the load-carrying capacity is defined as three times 26 

the ampacity of the single-phase conductor or cable. 27 
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Q. HOW WAS THE LOAD-CARRYING CAPABILITY FACTORED INTO THE ANALYSIS? 1 

A. The load-carrying capability was factored into the analysis using the unique 2 

load-carrying capacity value for each specific configuration.  For 3 

transformers, this value was the nameplate kVA value.  For conductors, 4 

cables and secondary equipment, this value was the ampacity.  The values for 5 

ampacity of the various conductors, cables and secondary service equipment 6 

were acquired from the Company’s Distribution design and construction 7 

manuals.  For three-phase conductors and cables, this ampacity value was 8 

calculated as three times the single-phase value listed in the Company’s 9 

Distribution Design and Construction manuals. 10 

11 

Q. ARE THE ASSUMPTIONS IN THE ZERO INTERCEPT ANALYSIS REASONABLE? 12 

A. Yes.  The assumptions and eliminations that were made to the data used for 13 

the Zero Intercept Analysis were necessary to ensure accurate results were 14 

acquired. 15 

16 

VI. OTHER COMPLETENESS INFORMATION17 

18 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 19 

A. In this section of my testimony, I discuss and present the Distribution 20 

business unit’s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for purposes of the 21 

Annual Incentive Program (AIP), in compliance with the Commission’s May 22 

8, 2015 Order in Docket No. E002/GR-13-868.  Company witness Ms. 23 

Ruth K. Lowenthal discusses the AIP more broadly. 24 

25 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT FITS WITHIN THE26 

COMPANY’S OVERALL AIP.  27 
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A. As explained by witness Ms. Lowenthal, the Company’s AIP has three 1 

components: individual, business area, and corporate.  For the individual 2 

component, employees have performance goals tied to job functions.  The 3 

business area and corporate components use KPIs to measure goals.  Each 4 

business area, including Distribution, uses a scorecard that identifies 5 

priorities, KPIs, and target goals.   6 

7 

Q. PLEASE IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN THE KPI MEASUREMENTS FOR THE8 

DISTRIBUTION ORGANIZATION THAT ARE USED IN THE CORPORATE9 

SCORECARD. 10 

A. The 2013 to 2015 Distribution KPI measurements, and the description of 11 

these measurements, included in the Corporate Scorecard are set forth in 12 

Table 19 below: 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. WHY IS THERE NOT A SAIDI KPI TARGET LISTED IN TABLE 19 FOR 2013? 26 

A. We do not list a KPI target for SAIDI for 2013, because starting with the 27 

year 2014, the Company transitioned to the IEEE Storm Exclusion Method 28 

Table 19 
2013-2015 Distribution KPI Measurements 

Key 
Performance 

Indicator 
Description 

2013 
Target 

2013 
Result 

2014 
Target 

2014 
Result 

2015 
Target 

 OSHA Recordable 
 Incident Rate   
 (ORIR) 

 Number of OSHA  
 recordable incidents  
 against the total  
 number of labor  
 hours worked 

2.79 2.37 2.32 1.97 1.90 

 Distribution  
 Reliability System 
 Average  
 Interruption 
  Duration Index 
 (SAIDI) 

 Outage minutes 
 divided into the 
 total number of 
 electric customers 
 served 

N/A 85.6 
minutes 

88 
minutes 

79.2 
minutes 

85.4 
minutes 
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of calculating this index.  Previous to 2014, we were using our own 1 

“Corporate Storm Exclusion” method where storm exclusion thresholds 2 

were set at a regional level versus an operating company level (used in the 3 

IEEE method).  For example, under our old method, NSPM was made up 4 

of four regions each having their own threshold on when a regional storm 5 

could be excluded from the index.  The new IEEE Method only allows 6 

storm exclusions at the operating company level and is a more difficult 7 

threshold to meet typically as compared to the regional method.  The IEEE 8 

Method also allows us to more easily benchmark our SAIDI performance 9 

with other utilities, as most of our industry adheres to this methodology.  10 

Since we were not utilizing the IEEE method in 2012 and 2013, we have no 11 

equivalent KPI Target to list for those years. 12 

13 

Q. HOW WERE THE KPI GOALS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION ORGANIZATION14 

DETERMINED?  15 

A. We assess our historical performance, how we compare to the industry 16 

(benchmarking), improvement opportunities that may exist, and external 17 

factors that may impact the measure.  We are always looking to improve 18 

performance to the greatest extent possible, and establish our targets 19 

accordingly.  20 

21 

With regard to the OSHA target, in 2011, Xcel Energy started a five-year 22 

program with the goal of moving our corporate safety performance into the 23 

top quartile in the electric industry.  As a result of this program, our annual 24 

OSHA incident targets have been set fairly aggressively over the past five 25 

years, and as a Company we have continued to make significant 26 

improvement in this area.  The Distribution business unit has been a major 27 

contributor to our overall Corporate level success, having moved its OSHA 28 
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recordable incident rate from 3.53 (93 OSHA incidents) in 2011 down to 1 

1.97 (57 OSHA incidents) in 2014.  Our 2015 target of 1.90 requires even 2 

further improvement compared to our 2014 actuals.  3 

4 

The SAIDI reliability targets are established using an interactive and iterative 5 

process between the Distribution and Transmission areas.  The targets are 6 

established based on historical data, linear trends, industry benchmarking, 7 

weather patterns, and other impacts due to aging infrastructure, planned 8 

improvements, and reliability programs.  As shown in Table 19, the SAIDI 9 

target for 2015 is 85.4 minutes which is above our actual performance in 10 

2014.  However, the 2015 target is set below the average results from 2010 11 

to 2014 (86.6 minutes).  It also can be noted that Distribution’s SAIDI target 12 

for 2015 (85.4 minutes) is set at a level that we have only achieved or 13 

exceeded once since 2010.  The variability in year-to-year performance is 14 

driven by various factors, but heavily influenced by the frequency and 15 

severity of severe weather. 16 

17 

Q. BASED ON YOUR REVIEW, WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE ABOUT THE INCENTIVE18 

METRIC USED BY THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS UNIT? 19 

A. The goals for Distribution are based on making sure that our system remains 20 

safe and reliable for our customers.  As Company witness Ms. Lowenthal 21 

explains, in order to serve as true incentives, KPIs must be set at levels that 22 

require outstanding performance, but not so high that they are unattainable.  23 

I believe the Distribution KPI levels meet this requirement.  We must work 24 

very hard to achieve our KPI levels, and even with our best efforts, we still 25 

may not achieve our desired results.  Distribution’s goals in the Annual 26 

Incentive Program are set appropriately and sufficiently challenge the 27 

Company and its employees to meet them. 28 
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VII. CONCLUSION1 

2 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY. 3 

A. I recommend that the Commission approve the Distribution capital 4 

investments and O&M budget presented in this rate case.  These 5 

investments are needed to continue to provide safe and reliable service to 6 

our customers while replacing infrastructure that has reached the end of its 7 

life, responding to localized areas of demand growth, extending service to 8 

new customers, and relocating facilities as needed.  To support these capital 9 

investments and to maintain our existing assets, our O&M expenditures are 10 

reasonable and necessary. 11 

12 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 13 

A. Yes, it does. 14 
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Statement of Qualifications 

Kelly Bloch 

Ms. Bloch has 24 years of experience in the utility industry where she has compiled a 

diverse background.  She joined Public Service Company of Colorado in 1991 and 

served in various engineering roles in the four operating companies at Xcel Energy: 

Manager of Capacity Planning for Xcel Energy, Manager of Distribution Planning for 

Public Service, Manager of System Planning and Strategy, and Senior Director Electric 

Distribution Engineering, in addition to her current role.  

Ms. Bloch is currently the Regional Vice President, Distribution Operations, for 

Northern States Power Minnesota.  She is responsible for the electric and natural gas 

distribution design and construction activities for the Company’s service areas in the 

states of North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota.  In addition, Ms. Bloch is 

responsible for the electric distribution control centers within these areas and 

Wisconsin. 
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Kelly A. Bloch 

Vice President of Distribution Operations 

Education: 

Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering 
South Dakota State University 

Employment: 

Xcel Energy Services 

2015-Present  Vice President, Distribution Operations NSPM 

2014-2015 Sr. Director, Electric Distribution Engineering 

2012-2014 Manager, System Planning and Strategy 

2005-2009 Manager, Distribution Capacity Planning 

2002-2005 Sr. Engineer, Distribution Capacity Planning 

Public Service Company of Colorado 

2009-2012 Manager System Planning 

1993-2002 Sr. Engineer, Distribution Reliability Assessment 

1991-1993 Distribution Standards Engineer 
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2016 2017 2018

Asset Health & Reliability (67,274,982) (77,013,584) (89,543,510)

Capacity (29,322,672) (19,660,947) (19,476,919)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment (14,856,210) (15,196,592) (15,713,548)

New Business (55,242,037) (56,647,123) (58,638,006)

(166,695,901) (168,518,246) (183,371,983)

Distribution Ops - Capital Additions

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction
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Capital Budget Groupings Parent # Descriptions 2016 2017 2018

Asset Health & Reliability 10006417 Minnesota- Dist Sub Eq Replace (2,183,663) (2,226,094) (2,269,737)

Asset Health & Reliability 10006957 Mpls-Ug Conversion/Rebuild (1,821,736) (1,898,423) (1,936,359)

Asset Health & Reliability 10007086 Mntka-Oh Rebuilds (539,609) (551,582) (562,111)

Asset Health & Reliability 10007416 Edina-Oh Rebuilds (470,619) (478,648) (488,299)

Asset Health & Reliability 10007487 Maple Grv-Oh Rebuilds (530,544) (541,908) (552,437)

Asset Health & Reliability 10008512 Northwest - Overhead Rebuilds (518,906) (533,992) (544,522)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144490 Mpls-Oh Rebuilds (994,362) (1,022,092) (1,042,767)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144494 Mpls-Oh Relocations (298,630) (361,581) (377,169)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144495 Mpls-Ug Relocations (593,395) (585,184) (597,270)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144503 Mntka-Ug Conversion/Rebuild (376,372) (385,956) (393,554)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144506 Mntka-Oh Relocations (381,033) (463,669) (484,025)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144507 Mntka-Ug Relocations (168,292) (179,840) (183,846)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144515 Edina-Ug Conversions/Rebuild (824,703) (866,016) (883,117)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144518 Edina-Oh Relocations (236,113) (249,717) (255,708)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144519 Edina-Ug Relocations (420,608) (422,324) (430,981)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144530 White Bear-Oh Rebuilds (454,300) (462,877) (471,650)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144531 White Bear-Ug Conv/Rebuilds (326,280) (344,134) (350,785)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144535 White Bear-Ug Relocations (116,913) (112,037) (114,712)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144573 Maple Grv-Ug Conversion/Rebuil (976,925) (1,012,417) (1,032,366)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144576 Maple Grv-Oh Relocations (379,276) (462,618) (483,081)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144578 Maple Grv-Ug Relocations (124,114) (107,334) (109,835)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144642 Northwest-Ug Conversion/Rebuil (207,201) (212,968) (216,766)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144645 Northwest-Oh Relocations (684,687) (773,403) (800,186)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144646 Northwest-Ug Relocations (100,730) (90,643) (91,585)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144755 Newport-Oh Rebuilds (607,444) (623,578) (635,862)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144756 Newport-Ug Conversions/Rebuild (498,148) (515,220) (525,669)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144759 Newport-Oh Relocations (231,294) (315,069) (333,455)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144760 Newport-Ug Relocations (66,846) (39,312) (39,869)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144778 Southeast-Oh Rebuilds (1,384,745) (1,411,437) (1,439,454)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144779 Southeast-Ug Conv/Rebuilds (558,223) (585,594) (596,994)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144782 Southeast-Oh Relocations (845,195) (954,817) (987,687)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144783 Southeast-Ug Relocations (301,291) (324,809) (330,906)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144802 St Paul-Oh Rebuilds (840,804) (861,612) (878,283)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144803 St Paul-Ug Conversions/Rebuild (700,252) (731,041) (745,291)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144806 St Paul-Oh Relocations (378,448) (486,834) (511,081)

Asset Health & Reliability 10144807 St Paul-Ug Relocations (314,269) (336,539) (343,446)

Asset Health & Reliability 10146153 White Bear Oh Relocations (713,954) (955,966) (1,009,624)

Asset Health & Reliability 10229574 Nspm-Fdr Cable Replacement-Eme (5,298,778) (5,360,326) (5,860,600)

Asset Health & Reliability 10229647 NSPM-Poor Perf Fdr Replace Blk (509,121) (988,722) (1,062,029)

Asset Health & Reliability 10333869 NSPM-Accelerated URD Cable Rep (12,336,007) (14,732,398) (17,606,667)

Asset Health & Reliability 10353573 MN Major Storm Recovery Blanke (110,611) (27)

Asset Health & Reliability 10381269 2004 Elec Recon Carryover-NSPM (5,621,104) (6,357,617) (6,461,323)

Asset Health & Reliability 10390328 Scrap Sale Credits-MN (1)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404795 Mpls-OH to UG Service Conv (163,208) (166,756) (170,304)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404807 Mntka-Oh to UG Service Conv (65,638) (66,525) (67,412)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404810 Edina-OH to UG Service Conv (108,214) (109,988) (111,762)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404812 White Bear-OH to UG Service Co (76,282) (78,056) (79,830)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404815 Maple Grv-OH to UG Service Con (21,288) (21,288) (21,288)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404822 Northwest-OH to UG Service Con (30,158) (31,045) (31,932)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404836 Newport-OH to UG Service Conv (24,836) (25,723) (26,610)

Includes AFUCDC

State of MN Electric Jurisdiction
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Asset Health & Reliability 10404844 Southeast-OH to UG Service Con (22,175) (22,175) (22,175)

Asset Health & Reliability 10404850 St Paul-OH to UG Service Conv (102,005) (103,779) (105,553)

Asset Health & Reliability 10437120 Capitalized Locating Cost-Elec (364,083) (361,900) (368,902)

Asset Health & Reliability 10522944 Replace 7 CM2 Network Protecto (900,646) (1,272,162) (1,512,818)

Asset Health & Reliability 10522951 Replace Vault Top (834,387) (1,022,669) (1,311,168)

Asset Health & Reliability 10796998 Minnesota inspect/replace pole (8,202,042) (8,792,797) (9,057,559)

Asset Health & Reliability 10948327 Reliability Monitoring Sys REM (733,711) (824,409) (840,990)

Asset Health & Reliability 11095139 SPCC NSPM Oil Spill Prevention (917,232) (1,078,884) (1,013,740)

Asset Health & Reliability 11096947 MN Infratructure Invest - Sub (76,910) (154,927) (220,035)

Asset Health & Reliability 11230885 Replace Distribution Cabinets- (44,345) (48,527)

Asset Health & Reliability 11325531 NSPM Inspect/Replace Poles (84,658) (98,747) (101,395)

Asset Health & Reliability 11398809 NSPM 3rd Party owned Pole Tran (575,826) (536,853) (539,623)

Asset Health & Reliability 11500577 RCSII Replacement Project - MN (436,185) (581,827) (1,094,200)

Asset Health & Reliability 11500578 Feeder Breaker Replacement (1,804,063) (2,652,273) (3,232,808)

Asset Health & Reliability 11500579 Substation Switch Replacement (247,351) (454,916) (475,427)

Asset Health & Reliability 11503505 MN Mobile TR/Subs Reserve 2014 (1,909,387)

Asset Health & Reliability 11521115 Capitalized-MN-Sales Tax Rfd - 2,363,625 3,167,804 2,388,375

Asset Health & Reliability 11586873 REMS-Maple Grove (5,904) (86) (1)

Asset Health & Reliability 11639197 WCF - Mandates - NSPM (2,316,616) (2,630,508) (2,544,371)

Asset Health & Reliability 11648597 Distribution Automation (341,039) (301,036) (300,439)

Asset Health & Reliability 11648600 ELR Substation Regulators (158,474) (399,127) (834,410)

Asset Health & Reliability 11648601 Substation Fence Improvement (113,412) (336,049) (249,022)

Asset Health & Reliability 11648602 Substation Transformer Replace (146,819) (1,737,534) (1,901,687)

Asset Health & Reliability 11649517 Retire Subs in MN (235,063) (497,218) (529,673)

Asset Health & Reliability 11662320 Tap Cable Injection (21)

Asset Health & Reliability 11715925 NSPM-Dist Sub Communication Eq (796,274) (796,302) (796,291)

Asset Health & Reliability 11793001 NSPM Feeder Load Monitoring (348,370) (995,378) (995,364)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810472 Rewind/Replace Failed Transfor (891,814) (950,890) (950,865)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810475 reserve 70 MVA 115/34.5 kV tra (1,234,746)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810476 NSPM Remote Fault Indication (249,086) (498,190) (498,183)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810485 SWLRT Relocation (1,143,712)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810543 SSI (1,945,211)

Asset Health & Reliability 11810657 ELR - NSPM RTU (13,878) (868,752) (1,385,194)

Asset Health & Reliability 11811786 NSPM-Fdr Cable Repl Proactive (196,595) (798,809) (997,139)

Asset Health & Reliability 11811792 Add Midpoint Reclosers (78,332)

Asset Health & Reliability 11811795 Install Automated Switches - M (246,083) (256,813) (263,658)

Asset Health & Reliability 11817148 SSI (12,188) (73) (0)

Asset Health & Reliability 11844088 South Dakota/MN - OH Rebuilds (1,966) (0)

Asset Health & Reliability 11844096 South Dakota/MN - OH Relocatio (302) (21) (1)

Asset Health & Reliability 11844268 North Dakota/MN - OH Rebuilds 59 0

Asset Health & Reliability 11938507 STP Vault Top Replacement (295,996) (403,928) (546,189)

Asset Health & Reliability 12173313 Switchgear Cable Work/Replacem (282,254) (278,051)

Asset Health & Reliability 12173352 Rebuild Madison Ave Manholes (487,112)

Capacity 10006393 Minnesota-Sub Capac Reinforcem (673,639) (684,032) (785,637)

Capacity 10144486 Mpls- New Ug Network (575,169) (687,982) (716,996)

Capacity 10144492 Mpls-Oh Reinforcements (306,877) (349,631) (370,303)

Capacity 10144493 Mpls-Ug Reinforcement (124,643) (137,164) (140,186)

Capacity 10144504 Mntka-Oh Reinforcements (64,295) (198,225) (78,097)

Capacity 10144505 Mntka-Ug Reinforcements (41,697) (48,297) (48,411)

Capacity 10144516 Edina-Oh Reinforcements (92,449) (109,999) (108,989)
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Capacity 10144517 Edina-Ug Reinforcements (59,605) (62,599) (267,668)

Capacity 10144532 White Bear-Oh Reinforcements (136,008) (369,164) (205,329)

Capacity 10144533 White Bear-Ug Reinforcements (73,551) (74,141) (75,125)

Capacity 10144574 Maple Grv-Oh Reinforcements (62,821) (64,781) (66,645)

Capacity 10144575 Maple Grv-Ug Reinforcements (89,870) (22,411) (7,027)

Capacity 10144643 Northwest-Oh Reinforcements (361,907) (261,327) (360,058)

Capacity 10144644 Northwest-Ug Reinforcement (21,823) (24,597) (24,763)

Capacity 10144757 Newport-Oh Reinforcements (94,301) (85,371) (86,902)

Capacity 10144758 Newport-Ug Reinforcements (277,943) (301,398) (309,505)

Capacity 10144780 Southeast-Oh Reinforcements (382,356) (434,124) (444,095)

Capacity 10144781 Southeast-Ug Reinforcements (48,349) (52,206) (49,210)

Capacity 10144798 St Paul-Ug Network (411,228) (474,005) (491,469)

Capacity 10144804 St Paul-Oh Reinforcements (177,091) (182,280) (186,114)

Capacity 10144805 St Paul-Ug Reinforcements (160,810) (73,891) (52,814)

Capacity 10650009 Dist Sub - Non-Discr Contingen (894,674) (992,138) (992,119)

Capacity 10954893 Environmental Work NSPM EL (263,032) (247,746) (247,642)

Capacity 11160613 New First Lake sub (2,250,112)

Capacity 11426403 Install a 50MVA 115/13.8 kV tr (149)

Capacity 11583618 Capitalized MN Sales Tax Rfd- 788,797 788,800 788,800

Capacity 11648941 Install Fdr tie for CRL033 (311,618) (820,219)

Capacity 11650625 WCF - Line Capacity - NSPM (891,360) (1,102,585) (605,721)

Capacity 11700613 Install Cap Bank at Crystal Fo (13)

Capacity 11810477 NSPM Subs Relay Fault Locating (461,114) (495,234) (495,217)

Capacity 11810481 Install WCS TR2 and 2 fdr bays (3,965,793)

Capacity 11810483 Install new WCS fdr on WCS TR2 (518,590)

Capacity 11810490 Build new 7 MVA NER sub next t (1,493,679)

Capacity 11811805 Install new sub Lake Bavaria (4,260,679)

Capacity 11811807 Install feeder at new Hazeltin (1,505,410)

Capacity 11812145 Instl second bank Fiesta City (2,756,683)

Capacity 11812193 Inst BYT#2 28 MVA (4,641,567)

Capacity 11812198 Inst BYT#2 28 MVA OH fdrs (182,154) (384,046)

Capacity 11812293 Install new sub at TCAAP - fee (331,387)

Capacity 11982187 Fiber Communication Cutover - (93,791) (28,188) (757,420)

Capacity 11982395 New ELP feeder (460,925)

Capacity 11982398 New ELP feeder bay (434,736)

Capacity 11982409 Add 35 KV feeder tie for WSG 3 (281,378)

Capacity 11982425 Install Eastwood 081 and 082 (1,479,361)

Capacity 11982448 Add Eastwood TR3 (3,532,276)

Capacity 11982453 Add new 23.9kV feeder at WAT (644,790)

Capacity 11982456 Add Dundas 072 Feeder Bay (468,718)

Capacity 11982465 Add Dundas 072 Feeder-dist (447,860)

Capacity 11982495 Install tie for BRP063 (137,594)

Capacity 11982498 Reconfigure ties for TWL079
 (196,563)

Capacity 11982500 Reconfigure ties on TWL feeder (246,420)

Capacity 11982504 Install New Fdrs - South Afton (1,633,192)

Capacity 11982507 Install new South Afton Sub (3,161,021)

Capacity 11982515 Install new sub at TCAAP - Lan (1,000,000)

Capacity 11991689 T (538,866)

Capacity 12076234 Retire EMPsub- Reroute 34.5kV (232,865)

Capacity 12173287 Install 2nd feeder bay at Plat (274,322) (134,685)
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Capacity 12173290 Add feeder bay for LAE062 (467,520)

Capacity 12173292 Install new MNI TR3 and feeder (2,488,541)

Capacity 12173297 Reconfigure feeder ties CNC073 (322,680) (25,345)

Capacity 12173303 Reconfigure ties for TWL079 fe (516,309)

Capacity 12173306 Build New LAE062 Feeder (1,725,134)

Capacity 12173307 Transfer MEL78 fdr load to CEL (396,512) (75,158)

Capacity 12173308 Add 2 New Baytown Feeders (449,843) (1,938,564)

Capacity 12173309 Extend VKG72 Feeder (444,561)

Capacity 12173311 Reconfigure Feeder MDT62-Ellio (260,121) (23,209)

Capacity 12173312 Extend MDT Feeder to relieve SLP96 (494,699)

Capacity 12173355 Install MNI TR3 and feeders - (93,686)

New Business 10006954 Mpls-New Ug Extension (2,187,051) (2,296,340) (2,408,663)

New Business 10006968 Minnesota-Electric Meter Blank (5,570,158) (5,412,195) (5,452,789)

New Business 10007068 Mntka- New Ug Extension (971,114) (1,173,987) (1,233,251)

New Business 10007391 Edina-Ug Extensions (1,355,568) (1,380,300) (1,448,566)

New Business 10007457 Maple Grv- Elec Ug Extension (1,966,788) (1,884,278) (1,977,103)

New Business 10007463 Minnesota- New Bus Transformer (18,511,986) (18,747,638) (19,406,124)

New Business 10008491 Northwest - Ug Extensions (1,264,838) (1,286,943) (1,351,316)

New Business 10144483 Mpls-Oh Extension (711,623) (785,837) (824,406)

New Business 10144484 Mpls-Oh Services (538,290) (592,687) (629,724)

New Business 10144485 Mpls-New Ug Services (445,857) (467,703) (491,535)

New Business 10144487 Mpls-New Oh Street Lights (375,900) (421,199) (438,215)

New Business 10144488 Mpls-New Ug Street Lights (127,053) (133,745) (140,430)

New Business 10144489 Mpls-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 1,254,000 1,295,000 1,339,000

New Business 10144497 Mntka-Oh Extension (262,467) (220,840) (231,450)

New Business 10144498 Mntka-Oh Services (84,143) (75,691) (75,746)

New Business 10144499 Mntka-New Ug Services (866,889) (908,595) (953,280)

New Business 10144500 Mntka-New Oh Street Lights (25,333) (28,665) (31,334)

New Business 10144501 Mntka-New Ug Street Lights (50,630) (53,498) (56,363)

New Business 10144502 Mntka-Elec Non-Refundable CIAC 270,000 279,000 288,000

New Business 10144509 Edina-Oh Extension (75,180) (79,634) (83,282)

New Business 10144510 Edina-New Oh Services (173,893) (135,114) (128,624)

New Business 10144511 Edina-Ug Services (411,102) (429,969) (451,815)

New Business 10144512 Edina-New Oh Street Lights (38,261) (39,515) (44,106)

New Business 10144513 Edina-New Ug Street Lights (347,725) (365,888) (384,990)

New Business 10144514 Edina-Elec Non-Refundable CIAC 225,000 233,000 242,000

New Business 10144521 White Bear-Oh Extension (234,685) (226,814) (237,505)

New Business 10144523 White Bear-Oh Services (209,715) (170,930) (165,523)

New Business 10144525 White Bear-Ug Services (1,582,842) (1,660,296) (1,741,722)

New Business 10144527 White Bear-Oh Street Lights (46,468) (50,524) (54,572)

New Business 10144528 White Bear-Ug Street Lts (264,615) (279,909) (294,235)

New Business 10144529 Wb-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 253,000 262,000 270,000

New Business 10144561 Maple Grv-New Oh Street Lights (39,370) (38,439) (40,349)

New Business 10144563 Maple Grv-Oh Extension (128,554) (131,075) (137,376)

New Business 10144565 Maple Grv-Oh Services (65,640) (55,087) (53,760)

New Business 10144566 Maple Grv-New Elec Ug Services (650,415) (682,191) (715,953)

New Business 10144570 Maple Grv-New Ug Street Lights (150,936) (159,539) (167,179)

New Business 10144572 Mplgrv-Elec Non-Refundable Cia 266,000 277,000 286,000

New Business 10144635 Northwest-New Oh Street Lights (119,357) (130,365) (135,455)

New Business 10144636 Northwest-New Oh Extensions (536,221) (588,261) (617,087)
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New Business 10144637 Northwest-New Oh Services (81,449) (131,930) (151,735)

New Business 10144638 Northwest-New Ug Services (776,526) (814,260) (854,973)

New Business 10144640 Northwest-New Ug Street Lights (76,423) (80,247) (84,067)

New Business 10144641 Nw-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 312,000 321,000 331,000

New Business 10144748 Newport-Oh Extension (322,166) (360,268) (377,856)

New Business 10144749 Newport-Oh Services (122,654) (107,829) (107,281)

New Business 10144750 Newport-Ug Services (1,423,962) (1,495,458) (1,566,954)

New Business 10144752 Newport-Oh Streetlights (85,812) (75,356) (78,020)

New Business 10144753 Newport-Ug Streetlights (154,757) (162,405) (171,000)

New Business 10144754 Npt-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 405,000 417,000 431,000

New Business 10144771 Southeast-Oh Extension (882,683) (936,933) (983,331)

New Business 10144772 Southeast-Oh Services (324,986) (272,466) (266,176)

New Business 10144773 Southeast-Ug Services (872,847) (914,553) (961,224)

New Business 10144775 Southeast-Oh Streetlights (225,534) (247,848) (258,032)

New Business 10144776 Southeast-Ug Streetlights (84,065) (87,890) (92,665)

New Business 10144777 Se-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 302,000 310,000 322,000

New Business 10144795 St Paul-Oh Extension (197,894) (211,974) (221,931)

New Business 10144796 St Paul-Oh Services (226,213) (190,336) (186,693)

New Business 10144797 St Paul-Ug Services (48,657) (51,636) (53,622)

New Business 10144799 St Paul-Oh Streetlights (102,918) (115,319) (119,883)

New Business 10144800 St Paul-Ug Streetlights (12,419) (12,419) (13,374)

New Business 10144801 St P-Elec Non-Refundable Ciac 326,000 339,000 354,000

New Business 10145065 Newport-Ug Extensions (3,038,329) (3,178,105) (3,333,622)

New Business 10145070 Southeast-Ug Extensions (1,761,084) (2,061,418) (2,161,727)

New Business 10145179 St Paul-Ug Extensions (702,302) (677,229) (710,073)

New Business 10145833 White Bear Ug Extensions (1,290,536) (1,168,355) (1,225,578)

New Business 11844147 South Dakota/MN OH Extension (110) (0)

New Business 11844165 South Dakota/MN - UG Extension 0

New Business 12076639 MN LED Streetlight Replacement Prog (5,650,043) (5,932,197) (5,917,360)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10006666 Tools & Equipment-Transportati (274,733) (170,517) (166,068)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10006686 Spec Cnstr - Sm Tool/Equi (124,741) (139,426) (142,573)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10007058 Mpls-Elec Tool/Equip (123,559) (105,285) (106,994)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10007114 Mntka-Elec Tools/Equip (26,980) (12,148) (11,943)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10007315 South Dakota - Tools & Equip (69,272) (74,354) (75,406)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10007440 Edina-Elect Tool/Equip (34,396) (28,735) (29,638)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10007517 Maple Grv-Elec Tools/Equip (55,076) (44,023) (44,554)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10008596 Northwest - Elec Tools/Equip (99,393) (99,063) (101,021)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10008652 Newport-Elec Tool/Equip (33,057) (28,246) (28,641)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10144491 Minnesota- Dist Sub Tool/Equip (515,033) (545,351) (556,553)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10144536 White Bear-Electric Tools & Eq (21,616) (26,899) (28,596)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10144713 North Dakota -Elec Tools & Eq (65,213) (49,746) (50,513)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10144784 Southeast-Elec Tools & Equip (59,533) (49,677) (50,521)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10144808 St Paul-Elec Tools & Equip (68,259) (61,230) (63,408)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10229363 Nspm Metering Sys-Tools & Equi (93,016) (83,964) (87,107)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10233671 Mn-Construct Dist Sub Tool & E (93,099) (87,206) (89,085)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10557022 Fleet New Unit Purchase El Ops (5,157,876) (5,410,203) (6,339,699)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10557030 Fleet New Unit Purchase Common (1,706,839) (1,776,779) (1,865,011)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10593255 Transportation Blanket Elec 1,427 203 34

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10741615 Fleet New Unit Purchase El Ops (484,900) (490,879) (514,373)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10741648 Fleet New Unit Purchase El Ops (812,900) (1,025,545) (1,101,754)
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Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10741664 Fleet New Unit Purchase Common (11,140) (10,926) (11,675)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 10790334 Logistics - NSPM - Tools (184,576) (152,898) (153,515)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11201746 Logistics - Fencing - NSPM (24,523) (8,425) (7,038)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11201748 Logistics - Security Equipment (26,562) (25,107) (25,480)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11226930 Logistics - NSPM - Tools - ND (13,536) (12,106) (12,007)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11236978 Logistics - Tools - SD (8,850) (3,081) (3,001)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11445828 Logistics Security Eqiupment N (3,671) (6,771) (6,973)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11466030 Hennepin Trng  ElecTools&Equip (40,795) (41,790) (42,785)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11586869 Mpls-Electric Trouble Tools & (48,755) (49,750) (50,745)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11586871 St Paul-Elec TroubleTools & Eq (74,625) (75,620) (76,615)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11767946 NSPM- MN Comm Equip - Dist Lin (154,433) (156,432) (159,418)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11768017 NSPM - SD Comm Equip - Dist Lines (5,978) (5,978) (5,978)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11774433 NSPM Locating Tools & Equip. (56,318) (57,289) (58,260)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11796843 Intelliteam SG RTU Rollout (298,903) (298,914) (298,910)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11810478 NSPM Substation new RTU and FL (746,507) (995,378) (995,364)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11813718 GIS Model Improvements - NSPM (996,344) (996,379) (996,365)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11845352 Franchise Renewal Electric (14,000) (14,000) (14,000)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 11982163 Frame Relay Replacement - NSPM (2,228,629) (1,976,676) (471,755)

Fleet, Tools and Equipment 12072703 VAR Network Devices (870,238)

(166,693,885) (168,516,229) (183,369,965)
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711142 Productive Labor 30,147,016 30,638,927 34,654,971 31,124,007 33,419,738 34,960,119 

711143 Reg Labor Loading-NonProductiv 5,667,969 5,734,013 6,680,557 6,344,990 7,258,322 8,242,716 

711146 Prod Lab-Attrit (frmly taxes) (1,386,199) (691,298) (1,398,405) 

711150 Premium Time 286,266 273,014 143,621 177,828 154,228 143,624 

711190 Overtime 8,328,856 8,965,100 7,705,397 9,576,933 8,968,711 8,621,815 

711230 Incentive 581 - 

711270 Other Compensation 117,716 166,506 - 24,699 17,281 

711275 Other Comp- Welfare Fund 724,657 967,357 847,177 892,210 944,180 847,317 

712110 Contract Labor 267,870 233,903 373,044 326,545 413,481 429,062 

713000 Consulting/Prof Svcs-Other 111,549 81,623 125,222 389,738 204,839 118,813 

713050 Contract LT Outside Vendor 37,747,162 46,175,020 42,123,283 43,561,517 42,011,379 45,610,014 

713055 Outside Srvcs-Cust Care 26,573 77 - 15,611 7,824 

713100 Consulting/Prof Svcs-Legal 3,638 153 - 278 

714000 Materials 6,946,208 8,262,598 8,406,110 8,948,638 8,052,746 8,397,436 

714050 M&S Inventory Adj-Obsolete Mat 194,507 (9,846) 30,000 33,147 75,806 30,000 

714100 Print/Copy-Other 83,037 61,172 92,348 134,579 65,009 105,215 

714200 Print/Copy-SEC Filings - 20 

714300 Legal-Other - 

714500 Equipment Maintenance - 123 

715200 IT Hardware Purchases 40 - 

715300 Software Purchases - - 

715600 Personal Communication Devices 396,545 341,203 363,009 293,536 314,448 388,925 

715700 Network Services - 

715710 Network Voice 3 - 

715810 Distributed Systems Services - - 

721005 EE Exp Airfare 77,458 126,529 105,003 133,061 130,131 132,067 

721010 EE Exp Car Rental 16,640 25,064 27,468 25,983 26,041 31,973 

721015 EE Exp Taxi/Bus 2,726 8,178 4,019 7,699 8,236 6,456 

721020 EE Exp Mileage 297,075 338,080 362,282 280,129 310,006 372,195 

721025 EE Exp Conf/Semnrs/Trng 47,641 87,594 49,422 120,597 87,485 49,365 

721030 EE Exp Hotel 293,955 386,528 294,031 348,801 267,369 278,611 

O&M Costs by General Ledger Account: 2012-2016
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721035 EE Exp Meals/EE's 145,564 240,162 162,098 232,798 188,393 180,781 

721040 EE Exp Meals/Incl.Non-EE's 7,989 27,398 16,521 11,041 18,589 15,873 

721045 EE Exp Parking 20,100 25,225 22,066 28,064 27,320 25,270 

721050 EE Exp Per Diem 734,952 784,369 772,727 864,306 812,239 776,697 

721055 EE Exp Safety Equip 471,853 501,615 497,699 417,969 405,472 431,675 

721060 EE Exp Other 45,216 38,823 50 38,964 44,736 50 

721500 Office Supplies 168,506 214,129 186,264 173,795 165,370 202,538 

721700 Workforce Admin Expense 3,383 - 1,710 

721750 Recog - Employee Engagement - 2,641 

721800 Safety Recognition 135,947 168,745 188,776 176,419 245,671 224,841 

721810 Life Events/Career Events 2,994 4,354 4,673 3,750 5,395 5,102 

722000 Transportation Fleet Cost 8,734,365 8,859,375 9,138,912 8,423,432 8,304,278 9,247,613 

723021 Routine Janitorial - 135 

723027 General Interior/Exterior Main - 

723031 Electric Use Costs 74,868 100,364 996 112,093 46,200 996 

723032 Gas Use Costs 2,511 4,325 2,496 4,223 2,687 2,496 

723033 Lawn Care Maint Costs 814 1,259 814 143 350 814 

723035 Snow Removal Costs 808 3,064 810 1,599 53 814 

723036 Trash Removal Costs 31,599 49,693 32,020 54,956 31,128 32,136 

723037 Water Use Costs 2,155 5,248 2,196 4,887 2,521 2,196 

723040 Moves/Adds/Changes 17,666 30,305 200 69,322 11,627 204 

723060 Non-Energy 512,499 150,102 200,354 416,096 321,567 199,931 

723130 Equipment Rental 124,065 100,259 81,546 115,784 75,775 81,614 

723136 Elec Distribution Rents 497,204 489,512 492,912 492,948 492,942 492,912 

723144 Equip Rental-Cust Care 1,581 144 - 1,641 1,500 

723300 Lease Costs 13,242 8,030 13,296 8,230 10,135 13,296 

723400 Postage 33,048 34,367 108,913 35,681 89,581 106,181 

723480 Injuries & Damages 61,500 93,174 46,481 92,962 

723720 Advertising - General 11,384 - 210 

723775 Safety Information 10,002 - 2,854 18,581 

723810 Professional Association Dues 3,500 6,131 9,780 11,710 11,143 15,320 
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723820 Utility Association Dues 80,536 48,905 200,059 43,297 5,786 3,554 

723821 Electric Util Assoc Dues 582 2,150 62,034 120,640 168,990 200,853 

723833 Charitable Contributions 990 2,775 - 11,013 

723834 Community Sponsorships 799 12,204 - 10,527 22,980 8,578 

723835 Civic & Political 12,032 - 

723836 Chamber of Commerce Dues - 54 271 

723840 Regulatory Fees 70,000 - 

723850 Social Service Dues 327 139 - 138 

723854 Deductions-Corp Tickets 5,448 1,530 - 5,140 465 

723855 Other Deductions 3,434 6,425 - 4,634 1,444 

723890 Environmental Permits & Fees 765 1,873 410 1,312 1,767 410 

723895 License Fees & Permits 62,723 62,014 62,262 68,210 58,244 62,381 

723897 Penalties 40,155 (4,211) - 6,186 461 

724050 Meter/Transf Install-O&M Crdts (5,727,630) (5,559,460) (4,961,125) (7,156,973) (6,913,488) (7,678,933) 

724100 Misc O&M Credits - 

724175 Disc-recont Non-Grat Elec Dist (69,987) 435,993 - (435,993) 

724180 Hld Pls Prtct Lns Non-Grat Ele (627) - 

724185 Relocate Non-Grat E&G Distr (14,565) - - 

724190 Other Non-Gratuitous E&G Distr (31,936) - - 

725000 Other 38,839 51,544 - 46,533 149,893 

725005 Online Information Services 6,047 - 5,988 518 

725100 Operating Co. Overheads - 

Grand Total 97,970,039 109,934,572 108,393,697 107,195,646 106,926,157 112,116,475 
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No.
Question

Addressed in 

2016 TY Case

12-961 DOC 192 Provide capital additions for Distribution for 2012 actual, 2013 actual, 2014 actual, 

2015 forecast, 2016 budget, 2017 budget, and 2018 budget.

Direct Testimony

Page 26

12-961 DOC 192 Provide operating and maintenance (O&M) expense for Distribution for 2012 actual, 

2013 actual, 2014 actual, 2015 forecast, and 2016 test year.  Include explanations for the differences 

between 2014 actual and 2016 test year amounts. 

Direct Testimony

Pages 66-77

13-868 DOC 125 Subject: Distribution O&M Costs. 

Provide the following: 2012 actual, 2013 actual, 2014 actual, 2015 forecast, 2016 test year amounts.

Direct Testimony

Pages 66-67

13-868 DOC 149 Subject: O&M credits. 

Explain why and how the capitalized future installation costs for meters and transformers is done.

Explain how accurate the estimated capitalized costs are compared to actual costs for installation.

Direct Testimony

Pages 68-70

IR No.
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